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Abstract: Object-oriented programs are difficult to analyze due to issues like aliasing.

We have developed a bounded, yet fully automatic approach to check functional correct-

ness of programs manipulating dynamic heap objects. The approach extends the classical

symbolic execution algorithm with a graphical representation of the heap. We present the

formal operational semantics of our algorithms and prove that they are relatively sound

and complete on a core subset of Java virtual machine. We have realized the algorithms

in the Kiasan verification and test-case generation framework, and we have conducted a

set of extensive experiments that demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern programming languages offer high-level constructs designed to cope with
software complexity and the dynamics of modern software system. One such promi-
nent feature is dynamic allocation of objects and automatic memory management
(e.g., garbage collection). In the context of imperative programming languages,
objects are manipulated and transformed to perform computations.

This trend brings forth emerging challenges in reasoning about functional cor-
rectness of programs leveraging these programming constructs. That is, one has
to be able to precisely reason about dynamically created heap objects, their data,
and the relationships among them. We refer to these as strong properties [Robby
et al. 2006] as they are hard to analyze due to issues such as aliasing which is
undecidable [Ramalingam 1994] in general.

Over-approximation techniques using abstraction mechanisms are often proposed
to deal with the problem (e.g., TVLA [Lev-Ami and Sagiv 2000]). However, the ap-
proaches often are limited in terms of the kinds of properties that they can handle,
or they require extensive manual work and high level of expertise to create ab-
stractions. In the context of checking functional correctness using contracts [Meyer
1988] where users are allowed to write any kinds of assertions about program states,
such techniques are difficult to employ in a realistic software development context.

1.1 Design Goals

In order to reason about functional properties of modern systems that extensively
use dynamic objects, we would like an analysis that has the following properties:
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G1. Fully automatic: To gain adoption from software developers, the analysis
should require no manual intervention.

G2. Handles complex object structures (e.g., tree and graph heap object structures):
To facilitate strong reasoning of object-oriented programs, the analysis should
be able to precisely check strong heap object properties.

G3. Provides a clear understanding of the degree of coverage obtained: One should
be given the control over the behavior coverage the analysis guarantees and its
(reasonable) cost; that is, one should be able to quantify the behavior that the
analysis will guarantee for a certain cost, thus enabling gradual checking.

G4. Efficient: Lower cost in analysis is always preferable as it means that more
software artifacts can be checked. However, efficiency is a relative term. One
admissible form of efficiency evaluation is how an analysis is compared to exist-
ing techniques. In addition, one can also investigate how the analysis algorithm
“behaves” at the theoretical level using a complexity analysis. We would like to
have an analysis that is efficient while having reasonable complexity properties.

G5. Low false alarms: Analysis techniques that give a high degree of false alarms
(e.g., flagging of infeasible errors) may confuse developers. In addition, they
impose more manual inspections of error feedback which are costly. Thus, a
more precise analysis is desirable.

G6. Predictable: A consequence of having a fully automated technique implies that
the analysis is incomplete and/or unsound in the general sense. In some cases,
these limitations introduce practical problems. For example, an analysis that
gives little feedback when it is unsuccessful to verify or to find errors would
leave users guessing what happens and what to do next. Thus, we desire an
analysis that is, to some extent, predictable; that is, the analysis itself should
be capable of notifying users when its unsoundness and incompleteness may
hamper the verification effort. Careful considerations are needed to engineer
such analysis algorithm with respect to known theoretical and pragmatic issues.

G7. Produce conclusive analysis reports: In line with the previous goal, an analysis
that can effectively find possible software bugs are useful. However, when no
bugs can be found, it is often desirable to have an analysis that is able to
provide stronger guarantee than a notification that the analysis cannot find a
bug (or even worse, masked as “verified” when it may actually not). That is,
we desire an analysis that can give stronger guarantee whenever it can while
being able to explicitly acknowledge its limitations on certain cases where more
analysis tuning or careful investigations are required.

G8. Provides helpful feedback: One form of analysis reports is feedback. Often
times, analysis is designed to give good error feedback. For example, when a
possible null dereference is detected, an analysis can pinpoint the exact program
location where the problem may arise. When analyzing complex properties,
however, more helpful forms of feedback are needed such as error traces and
program state visualizations. Such features can also be used to provide evidence
that the analysis works as it should, for example, by demonstrating traces that
satisfy a given property. Furthermore, we desire an analysis that can provide
additional benefits to automate some of developers’ daily tasks that are well
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connected to existing quality-assurance techniques such as unit testing, code
inspection, and understanding.

1.2 Contributions

This paper describes efficient static analysis techniques based on symbolic execution
that satisfy the design goals mentioned above to a large extent. More specifically,
the main contributions of this paper are:

—Formal presentation of the symbolic execution techniques and associated sound-
ness and completeness properties. These presentations are based on earlier work
by Deng et al. [2006; 2007b]. Major rework has been done to make it more
concise and easier to comprehend, as well as decoupling object bounding strate-
gies from the actual analysis; this makes it suitable as a reference formalization
for various other (and new) implementations of graph-based symbolic execution
(e.g., [Khurshid et al. 2003]).

—Kiasan1 – a new implementation of the algorithms presented in this paper that
improves upon previous ones and incorporates more bounding strategies and
underlying decision procedures that can serve as a robust research vehicle for
experimentations and case studies.

—Extensive experimental studies that include checking structural invariants of com-
mon data structures and most containers from java.util package. The experiments
compare the performance of Kiasan’s core algorithms and provide a benchmark
for other analysis techniques.

1.3 Organization

Section 2 explains the design rationale of our approach and describes some back-
ground information such as basic symbolic execution and the lazy initialization
algorithm for handling object-oriented programs, as well as comparison with re-
lated approaches. Section 3 describes three vertically-integrated symbolic execu-
tion algorithms in Kiasan called lazy, lazier, and lazier# initializations. Section 4
presents the operational semantics and the relative soundness and completeness
of the three symbolic execution algorithms. Section 5 describes two experimental
studies that compare the performance of the three algorithms and provide a bench-
mark for other software analysis tools on a standard set of Java examples. Section 6
describes related work and Section 7 concludes.

2. DESIGN RATIONALE AND BACKGROUND

There are many approaches for analyzing functional properties of object-oriented
systems. In this section, we discuss the rationale of our approach that uses sym-
bolic execution with a graph-based heap object representation, along with some
background information to support the discussion and later sections. During the
discussion, we refer to the design goals established earlier.

1Kiasan means to reason with analogy or symbolically in Indonesian.
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1 i n t abs ( i n t x ) {
2 i f ( x < 0)
3 x = −x ;
4 i f ( x < 0)
5 a s s e r t f a l s e ;
6 r e t u r n x ;
7 }
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Fig. 1. A Symbolic Execution Example

2.1 Symbolic Execution

King proposed symbolic execution [King 1976] (SymExe) as a technique for pro-
gram testing and debugging. One key advantage of SymExe over concrete execution
(e.g., traditional testing) is that it can reason about unknown values which are rep-
resented as symbols (or symbolic values) instead of concrete values (e.g., integers).

Figure 1 illustrates the symbolic computation tree of the example method abs;
each tree node is a symbolic state 〈x, φ〉 consisting of a symbol or a concrete value
associated with x, and predicate φ to constrain the symbol for x. When symboli-
cally executing abs with no initial information about its argument, the initial state
for the abs method has a symbol α for x and the constraint φ set to True (no con-
straint imposed yet). When executing line 2, the algorithm does not have sufficient
information to decide which branch to take because φ∧ (x < 0) (i.e., the condition
for the true branch) and φ ∧ ¬(x < 0) (i.e., the condition for the false branch) are
all satisfiable under the current symbolic state – thus, both branches are explored.

As each branch is traversed, the constraint is augmented with a predicate corre-
sponding to the logical condition that would have caused the particular branch to
be followed. Thus, the constraint φ is often referred to as path condition because
it characterizes the conditions on variables that would be necessary for execution
to flow down a particular path. If a path condition becomes False, this means
that the symbolic trace is infeasible (i.e., there is no corresponding concrete trace);
that is, the trace does not provide useful information for analyzing the behavior
of the program. Thus, such paths should be discarded (G4, G5). The symbolic
computation tree shows that the true branch of line 4 is always infeasible.
Role of decision procedures: Decision procedures are usually employed to determine
which branches to follow. As mentioned previously, as soon as a path condition
becomes unsatisfiable, it is safe to abandon the corresponding trace. This reduces
the number of paths that have to be executed (analyzed) by the algorithm, thus
reducing the analysis’ time cost. In the same spirit, as soon as a path is found
to violate some property (e.g., assertion), the error can directly be reported and
SymExe can start exploring one of the remaining paths, if any.

The expressiveness of the language allowed in the path condition affects the
theories that need to be supported by the decision procedures (G1, G6). This is
the main design factor when developing a symbolic execution-based analysis; we
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will discuss this in more detail subsequently.

Termination: One of the major issues with SymExe is termination. Since SymExe
does not merge information, the analysis usually does not terminate when the
program under analysis contains loops or recursions unless inductive predicates
such as loop invariants are provided at these loops and recursive points as shown
by Hantler and King [1976].

Bounding is usually employed to work around this problem. There are a variety of
bounding mechanisms that have been used in the literature such as loop bounding,
depth bounding (i.e., limiting the number of execution steps), bounding on the
length of method call chains, etc. The use of these bounding mechanisms leads to
an under-approximation of program behavior (i.e., unsound in general). Moreover,
it does not produce a conclusive analysis report when no bugs are found because it
is hard to characterize the program behavior that has been analyzed (G7).

Path explosion: Another major issue with SymExe is the path explosion prob-
lem. Since SymExe splits paths on branch points and never merges them back, the
number of paths that SymExe explores may grow exponentially. This introduces
scalability issues when applying SymExe. Similar to the termination issue, bound-
ing mechanisms are used to cope with this problem. On the other hand, due to the
aggressive path exploration, SymExe often achieves a high level of branch and code
coverage.

Assessment and related approaches: A common approach to mechanically check
functional correctness of programs is to generate verification conditions [Bakker
1980] and check the validity of them. Well known tools such as ESC/Java [Flanagan
et al. 2002] and Spec# [Barnett et al. 2004] are all verification conditions based
approaches which will be denoted as VC in the following discussion. The key
difference between SymExe and VC is that SymExe is a path-sensitive analysis
while VC is generally applied in a path-insensitive style, that is, it does not encode
path information. This difference has several important consequences:

—SymExe has the path-explosion problem unlike VC. A path-insensitive analysis
merges information at joint points, thus losing path information such as loop
iterations. This certainly avoids the path-explosion problem that is apparent
in SymExe. This, however, makes it difficult to generate constructive feedback
such as counterexamples of property violations or examples illustrating that the
property satisfactions (G8).

—A path-insensitive VC approach requires loop invariants to handle loops, while
SymExe does not (G1). Given precise loop invariants, the VC analysis would be
precise (modulo the strength of the decision procedure used). However, it is often
difficult to obtain loop invariants. Although over-approximations can always be
done by using the loop invariant true, this often introduces undesirable false
alarms (G5).

—SymExe’s path condition is generally simpler than a path-insensitive VC’s state
conditions, due to the path-sensitiveness of SymExe. That is, SymExe’s path
condition only relates values that are accessed in a particular path, while VC’s
state condition characterizes property that has to hold at a particular program
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if f is uninitialized then
if f is reference field of type T then

non-deterministically initialize f to
1. null
2. a new object of class T (with uninitialized field values)
3. an object created during a prior initialization of a field of type T
if method precondition is violated then

backtrack()
end if

end if
if f is primitive (or string) field then

initialize f to a new symbolic value of appropriate type
end if

end if

Fig. 2. Lazy Initialization Algorithm (an Excerpt of Khurshid et al. [2003])

point from all paths. Smaller conditions mean fewer burdens to the decision
procedures.

—SymExe’s path-sensitive execution context can be leveraged in multiple ways. For
example, monitors can be easily attached to SymExe similarly to runtime mon-
itoring for concrete executions (e.g., Java-MaC [Kim et al. 2004]), for example,
for collecting coverage information. Moreover, further analysis can be latched on
the SymExe’s symbolic traces, for example, to determine whether API protocol
(orders of API calls) can be violated.

—VC requires Control Flow Graphs (CFG) of programs. CFG is usually impre-
cise for languages with exception handling; one either has to over-approximate
the program flows (G5). One can employ precise analyses to reduce the over-
approximations. On the other hand, however, SymExe does not require CFG and
exceptions are handled similarly to real program execution. That is, SymExe can
leverage its path-sensitive execution context to determine which path to follow.

—SymExe is easier to understand than VC as it naturally follows program execu-
tions. In addition, SymExe naturally generates error traces similar to debugging
traces (G8), while it is difficult for VC to do so. In fact, based on our experi-
ence working with industrial collaborators (e.g., software developers), they can
easily understand the basics of SymExe. While ideally an analysis tool should
not require its users to know the underlying technique used, experience shows
that effective analysis applications require some level of knowledge of the analysis
being performed in order to be broadly adopted (e.g., type systems).

2.2 Handling Dynamic Heap Objects and Destructive Updates in Symbolic Execution

The basic SymExe algorithm described so far can only analyze programs with
scalar data. The object-oriented paradigm has gained mainstream adoption in
modern software, and in order to be effective for such software, SymExe needs
to be able to handle dynamic creation of objects and destructive updates. One
promising approach, which we improve upon, is a graph-based technique introduced
by Khurshid et al. [2003], called lazy initialization.

Figure 2 is an excerpt of Khurshid et al. [2003] that illustrates the lazy initial-
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Program 1 A Swap Example

pub l i c c l a s s Conta ine r<E> {
p r i v a t e E data ;

//@ en s u r e s data == \ o l d ( n . data ) && n . data == \ o l d ( data ) ;
pub l i c vo id swap ( /∗@ non nu l l @∗/ Conta ine r<E> n )
{ E e = data ; data = n . data ; n . data = e ; }

}
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n
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Fig. 3. Lazy Symbolic Computation Tree of the swap Example and Heap Configu-
rations of An Example Trace (3-33-334-3341 and Sibling States)

ization algorithm. Intuitively, lazy initialization works in the same spirit as with
SymExe. That is, it starts with no knowledge of the heap structure, and it discovers
the heap structure as it symbolically executes a given program. Unknown object
values are represented by special symbols. As the program executes and accesses
object fields, it “discovers” (i.e., materializes) the field values on an on-demand ba-
sis (hence the term “lazy initialization”). When an unmaterialized field is read, if
the field’s type is a scalar type, then a fresh symbol is created for that scalar value.
Otherwise, for an unmaterialized reference field, the algorithm systematically ex-
plores all possible points-to relationships by non-deterministically choosing among
the following values for the reference: (a) Null, (b) any materialized object, or
(c) a newly materialized object. Once objects are materialized, destructive updates
are done similarly as in the concrete execution.

To illustrate lazy initialization, consider the swap method of class Container
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in Program 1. We use JML specifications [Leavens et al. 1998] to express the
precondition and postcondition of swap. That is, the precondition specifies that
n is non-Null, and the postcondition specifies that the data values of this and
n have been properly swapped. While the discussion on supporting JML checking
using SymExe is interesting, it is out of the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus
on discussing the essence of lazy initialization through the swap example.

The top part of Figure 3 illustrates the symbolic computation tree built using
lazy initialization. To save space in the display of the tree, we represent each tree
node (i.e., system state) by a unique label. The bottom part of Figure 3 shows
heap configurations for some of the states in the computation tree.

To generate the computation tree of Figure 3, SymExe begins with a non-
deterministic choice of possible aliasing between the method parameter n and this
reference (i.e., states 1, 2, and 3). Note that both the next and the data fields
of this and n are unknown (i.e., unmaterialized) at these states. Out of the
three cases, state 1 does not satisfy the non null precondition for n, thus it is
not considered further. Now, consider the sub-tree starting from state 3. Upon
executing swap’s first statement (i.e., E e = data;), the this.data field is now
materialized according to the lazy initialization algorithm described earlier; it non-
deterministically chooses the value of this.data to be: Null (state 31), equal to
this i.e., α0 (state 32), α1 (state 33), or a fresh symbolic object β0 (state 34). Let
us continue on with state 33. Upon executing swap’s second statement (i.e., data
= n.data;), the algorithm non-deterministically chooses the value of n.data to
be: Null (state 331), α0 (state 332), α1 (state 333), or a fresh symbolic object
β1 (state 334). Executing swap’s last statement (i.e., n.data = e;) at state 334
produces state 3341.

We have illustrated how the lazy initialization algorithm symbolically executes
the swap example following Figure 3’s highlighted trace (i.e., trace 3-33-334-3341).
Notice that the final state 3341 satisfies the method’s postcondition. That is, the
old value of this.data and n.data are α1 and β1 (respectively) in states 33 and
334; a general mechanism to evaluate \old expressions is described in our previous
work [Deng et al. 2007a]. Similarly, we can show that swap’s postcondition is
satisfied in all final states of the symbolic computation tree. Since the computation
tree characterizes all possible concrete executions of swap, we can conclude that
the postcondition always holds.

Role of decision procedures: Lazy initialization handles heap object structures di-
rectly as graphs (G2), similar to the heap representations in most explicit state
model checkers for object-oriented programs (e.g., [Brat et al. 2000; Robby et al.
2003]). Thus, decision procedures are not used for heap objects (G1). That is,
decision procedures are used only for scalar values as in basic SymExe. From a dif-
ferent point of view, one can consider the lazy initialization algorithm as a decision
procedure for object structures with case splitting on possible aliasing scenarios.

Termination: Lazy initialization may not terminate because it can choose to always
materialize a new symbolic object, thus, it keeps expanding the heap. As with the
basic SymExe, one can use bounding mechanisms to limit the heap expansion. In
addition to bounding mechanisms described in the previous section, Khurshid et al.
Technical Report SAnToS-TR2009-09-25, SAnToS Laboratory, Kansas State University, October 2009.
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[2003] used bounding on the number of objects that can be materialized for each
object type (G3). Similar bounding mechanisms were used in Korat [Boyapati
et al. 2002] and Alloy [Jackson 2002].

Another approach is to summarize the heap structures at joint points (e.g., [Anand
et al. 2006]). While promising, the approach can only work on a pre-defined set
of object structures. In general, it is hard to come up with an automatic and pre-
cise heap abstraction mechanism that works for arbitrary kinds of complex heap
properties that a user might want to check.

Path explosion: Lazy initialization potentially contributes to the path explosion
problem; in the worst case, the number of paths is exponential with respect to the
size of the heap. Bounding can be used to cope with the problem. Moreover, in the
implementation of the lazy initialization algorithm by Khurshid et al. [2003], the
authors use further under-approximation by identifying relevant fields that may
point to symbolic objects; the rest of the fields refer to concrete object values
that are defined as parameters to the analysis. While effective to reduce paths, it
introduces a burden to the user to identify the appropriate symbolic and concrete
fields and good initial concrete object values.

Assessment and related approaches: Lazy initialization resembles TVLA’s materi-
alization [Lev-Ami and Sagiv 2000]. One of the main differences between them,
however, is that TVLA also summarizes objects that are no longer pointed by
top-level variables (i.e., non-fields), whereas lazy initialization maintains discov-
ered heap configurations as they are without summarizing them. This difference
about the use of summarization is also observed among scalar values. That is, in-
strumentation predicates TVLA uses to reason about scalar values are calculated
over three values (i.e., 0, 1, and 1/2), whereas SymExe with which the lazy initial-
ization is coupled, maintains exact relationships among scalar values in the path
conditions. This difference leads to TVLA’s capability to verify certain classes of
properties involving unbounded heap structures of certain types and scalar values,
and the lazy initialization’s flexibility to handle any kind of properties involving
heap structures and scalar values guaranteeing no false alarm (modulo the strength
of the underlying decision procedures).

Another approach to represent heap object structures is a logical representation
as used by Grieskamp et al. [2005] and Sen and Agha [2005]. One observation we
can make is that a graph representation is more compact (appealing to the old
adage of “a picture worths a thousand words”), because in a logical representation,
aliasing cases have to be explicitly stated. For example, the formula, this 6=
n ∧ n = e ∧ this.data 6= this ∧ this.data 6= n ∧ n.data = n ∧ e.data = e,
expresses the heap configuration of state 3341 in Figure 3. This is one of the main
reasons that researchers are attracted to separation logic [O’Hearn et al. 2001]. For
example, the separation logic formula2, this 7→ [data : r] ∗ r 7→ − ∗ n 7→ [data :
n] ∧ e = n, expresses the same heap configuration. While promising, tool supports
for separation logic is not yet mature.

2Since the original separation logic does not directly handle object-oriented languages, a variation
Berdine et al. [2005] used for Smallfoot is employed.
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Another observation is that, once lazy initialization splits a path and chooses
a particular heap configuration, subsequent aliasing decisions on that path con-
cerning this heap configuration can be performed very quickly by looking up the
information in the graph. This is beneficial, for example, for generating counter
examples, because the heap structure is to some extent, almost concretized (G8).
In addition, symbolic computation trees are ideal for parallelization and distribu-
tion (i.e., computation tree branches can be forked). Furthermore, one can easily
control how the algorithm expands the heap and monitor heap accesses.

When using a logical representation, decision procedures are used to determine
the validity of heap structures. Thus, its performance depends on the underlying
algorithms used in decision procedures. In addition, decision procedures are usually
implemented as black boxes, thus, making it hard to control how they handle object
structures.

3. SYMBOLIC EXECUTION ALGORITHMS IN KIASAN

In this section, we will explain the intuition of the three vertically integrated sym-
bolic execution algorithms in Kiasan. The formalization of the three algorithms is
presented in Section 4. The first algorithm is essentially a sound version of the lazy
initialization algorithm presented by Khurshid et al. [2003]. The second algorithm,
called lazier initialization, significantly improves upon the sound lazy initializa-
tion algorithm. More specifically, it reduces the size of symbolic computation tree
by introducing an object abstraction. The third algorithm, lazier# initialization,
improves upon the lazier initialization algorithm by introducing another object ab-
straction.

3.1 Kiasan’s Lazy Initialization

Kiasan’s lazy initialization algorithm is adapted from the lazy initialization algo-
rithm described by Khurshid et al. [2003] with a key flaw addressed. The problem
of the original lazy initialization algorithm (shown in Figure 2) lies in the third
non-deterministic choice of an uninitialized reference (non-primitive) field: ‘‘an
object created during a prior initialization of a field of type T.’’

The algorithm fails to consider the Liskov substitution principle of object-oriented
programming [Liskov 1987]: any object of a subtype can be used anywhere that
an object of a supertype is used. We illustrate the problem by the example shown
in Program 2. Suppose that isNext method is being analyzed. At line 5, there
are two symbolic objects: one is this of type Node and the other is node of type
ExtendedNode. At line 6, because this.next has not been accessed before (i.e.,
uninitialized), following the original lazy initialization algorithm shown in Figure 2,
this.next is non-deterministically assigned as Null, a newly materialized object
of type Node, or an existing object of type Node. The problem is that the algorithm
does not allow this.next to be initialized to node since it has type ExtendedNode.
Notice, however, that the statement at line 16 in method foo invokes isNext with
the receiver n1’s next field pointing to the argument en of type ExtendedNode.
Thus, the lazy initialization algorithm fails to consider this case (i.e., unsound).

One could think that this problem can easily be fixed by modifying the third
choice condition of the lazy initialization algorithm so that the objects of type T
and its subtypes can be used as the initialization values (or by liberally interpreting
Technical Report SAnToS-TR2009-09-25, SAnToS Laboratory, Kansas State University, October 2009.
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Program 2 An example demonstrating the flaw of the original lazy initialization
algorithm

1 c l a s s Node {
2 Node next ;
3 i n t data ;
4 // @ r e q u i r e s node != n u l l ;
5 pub l i c boo lean i sN e x t ( ExtendedNode node ) {
6 r e t u r n t h i s . nex t == node ;
7 }
8 // @ r e q u i r e s node != n u l l ;
9 pub l i c boo lean i sNe x tOb j e c t ( Object node ) {

10 r e t u r n t h i s . nex t == node ;
11 }
12 vo id f oo ( ) {
13 Node n1 = new Node ( ) ;
14 ExtendedNode en = new ExtendedNode ( ) ;
15 n1 . nex t = en ;
16 a s s e r t ( n1 . i sNe x t ( en ) ) ;
17 a s s e r t ( n1 . i sNex tOb j e c t ( en ) ) ;
18 }
19 }
20 c l a s s ExtendedNode extends Node { }

a field of type T to mean a field of type T or any T’s subtype). However it does
not completely resolve the issue. Consider the isNextObject method in Program 2
and a call to this method at line 17, where the method’s parameter node is declared
as type Object, and the field this.next has type Node. The simple extension of
the original lazy initialization algorithm does not let this.next point to node since
the declared type of node is Object which is not a subtype of Node (i.e., the type
of this.next). On the contrary, the call to the method at line 17 clearly shows
that this.next can point to node. Therefore, the simple fix does not work either.

To address the flaw in the algorithm, we propose that each symbolic object carries
a type variable (i.e., a symbolic type). The symbolic types are constrained by the
rules of the language’s type system. For each lazy initialization of a reference
type, Kiasan checks for compatibility of types in a similar way to the classical
SymExe algorithm. That is, Kiasan maintains type constraints as well as arithmetic
constraints in the path condition.

For example, when checking method isNext in Program 2 at line 5, there are
two symbolic objects: this with type τ1 and node with type τ2 where τ1 and τ2 are
symbolic types. The path condition φ is τ1 <: Node∧τ2 <: ExtendedNode, where <:
is the subtype relation. When executing line 6, since this.next is not initialized,
lazy initialization is initiated. To check whether this.next, whose declared type is
Node, can be pointed to node whose actual type is τ2, Kiasan checks whether τ2 <:
Node is compatible with the path condition. It is compatible in the example case
since ExtendedNode <: Node and τ2 <: ExtendedNode. Similarly, we can analyze
the method isNextObject correctly. At line 9, there are two same symbolic objects
as before, whereas the path condition is different: φ = τ1 <: Node ∧ τ2 <: Object.
At line 10, this.next can be pointed to node, since τ2 <: Node is satisfiable under
the path condition. If the path of this.next initialized to node is chosen, then
τ2 <: Node is added into the path condition. Therefore, the example is handled
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correctly by Kiasan’s amended lazy initialization algorithm.

Handling Arrays: Arrays present a unique challenge: the length of an array may
be unknown. In addition, arrays can be accessed by a symbolic integer index. To
address these issues, we model each array as an accumulator of indexes that have
been accessed and their corresponding values. Initially, the accumulator is empty.
If the array is accessed with an index i whose value can be either a concrete or
symbolic integer, i is compared with the already accumulated indexes: if i is equal
to one of them, its corresponding value is returned as the array-element value;
otherwise a fresh symbolic value is returned after being associated with i. Similarly
to the lazy initialization of fields, this cuts down the number of paths that have to
be explored. More specifically, instead of comparing the index being accessed with
all the indexes of the array (which can only be tractably done if the length of the
array is bounded), we only compare the index with what have been accessed.

Initial States: Given a method M (without loss of generality, we assume it is an
instance method), the components of initial states are initialized as follows:

—Each primitive global and parameter is initialized to a fresh primitive symbol.

—Each non-primitive global and parameter other than this is non-deterministically
initialized to Null, a fresh symbol, or any other symbol of a compatible type.

—The implicit parameter this is non-deterministically initialized to a fresh symbol
or any other symbol of a compatible type.

Figure 3 shows three initial states (i.e., state 1,2, and 3) satisfying the above con-
ditions.

In the following, we compute the upper and lower bounds of the number of
non-isomorphic initial states of method M . Assume that M has p non-primitive
parameters and globals (NPPG). Clearly p ≥ 1 since there is at least one non-
primitive parameter: this. The upper bound is achieved when all NPPGs are
type compatible in the sense that each non-empty subset of NPPGs has a common
subtype so that all elements in any subset can point to the same symbolic object.
Each non-isomorphic configuration of p NPPGs can be seen as a partition of the p
NPPGs: all NPPGs in one partition point to the same symbolic object or Null. We
can transform the problem into a variant of counting the number of ways to partition
p elements into k indistinguishable boxes, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ p. The number of ways
to partition a p element set into k indistinguishable boxes where no box is empty is
S(p, k) [Brualdi 1998], the Sterling number of the second kind. Furthermore, since
one of the boxes (except the one containing this) may be Null or no box is Null;
for each partition with k boxes, we need to multiply the number by k. Therefore,

NumInitStates(M) ≤
p∑

k=1

S(p, k)× k.

The lower bound can be obtained by disallowing any aliasing, that is, each of p
NPPG (except this) can only be Null or a fresh symbolic object. Hence,

NumInitStates(M) ≥ 2p−1.
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Fig. 4. Lazier Symbolic Computation Tree of the swap Example and Heap Config-
urations of An Example Trace (2-22-223-2231 and Sibling States)

We conclude that

2p−1 ≤ NumInitStates(M) ≤
p∑

k=1

S(p, k)× k.

For example, since the non-primitive parameters in the swap example shown in
Program 1 are of the same type, we have

NumInitStates(swap) =
p∑

k=1

S(p, k)× k.

Furthermore, since there are two non-primitive parameters (p = 2),

NumInitStates(swap) = S(2, 1)× 1 + S(2, 2)× 2 = 1× 1 + 1× 2 = 3,

which matches Figure 3.

Roles of decision procedures: Since the path condition is enriched with con-
straints over symbolic types, decision procedures that can handle type constraints
are required. Subtyping relationships can be modeled by an uninterpreted function
whose reflexive, anti-symmetrical, transitive properties are established via axioms
with quantifications. Alternatively, a decision procedure for partially ordered set
can be used to solve these constraints.

In Section 4, we establish that Kiasan’s lazy initialization algorithm is sound and
complete with respect to concrete execution.
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3.2 Lazier Initialization

As we can observe, the lazy initialization algorithm produces a rather large compu-
tation tree even for the relative simple method swap shown in Program 1. In fact,
it generates 51 states and 20 complete paths shown in Figure 3. In article [Deng
et al. 2006], we introduced a more optimized algorithm called lazier initialization
based on the observation that when an uninitialized reference type variable is first
read, it is not necessary to resolve the aliasing or object value at that particular
point until later when the object referenced by the variable is accessed.

Basically, the lazier algorithm divides lazy initialization into two steps as follows.
In step 1, when an uninitialized reference type variable is read, it is lazier-ly initial-
ized with the Null value or a fresh symbolic location value (whose type is the same
as the variable’s type). In essence, the symbolic location represents all possible ob-
jects that may be referenced by the variable (i.e., it abstracts such a set of objects).
Non-reference-type (primitive) variables are handled the same way as in the lazy
initialization algorithm. In step 2, when a field of a symbolic location is accessed
(read/write): (a) the symbolic location is then replaced by non-deterministically
choosing any existing object of a compatible type or a fresh symbolic object; if the
access is a read access and the field is unmaterialized, (b) the field is then initialized
(with the Null value or a fresh symbolic location). The effects of these two steps
are: (1) delaying the non-deterministic choice of objects in the lazy initialization
algorithm, and (2) the second step may not be needed in some cases. Thus, it
may produce a (significantly) smaller computation tree (see our experiment data
in Section 5).

Initial States: Given a method M (without loss of generality, we assume it is an
instance method), the components of initial states are initialized as follows.

—Each primitive global and parameter is initialized to a fresh primitive symbol.
—Each non-primitive global and parameter other than this is non-deterministically

initialized to Null or a fresh symbolic location.
—The implicit parameter this is initialized to a fresh symbolic location.

If method M has p non-primitive parameters and globals, then

NumInitStates(M) = 2p−1,

since there are p − 1 parameters and globals with two choices (Null or a fresh
symbolic location) and this has only one choice (a fresh symbolic location).

For example, since the swap method has two non-primitive parameters (p = 2),
then

NumInitStates(swap) = 22−1 = 2. (1)

To illustrate the lazier initialization algorithm, let us reconsider the swap exam-
ple in Program 1. The top portion of Figure 4 illustrates the symbolic computation
tree using lazier initialization; the highlighted path in the lazier computation tree
corresponds to the highlighted path in the lazy computation tree (i.e., it simulates
the lazy path). Symbolic locations are annotated with ·̂. Similar to the lazy algo-
rithm, the initialization algorithm starts with a non-deterministic choice. However,
there are only two choices (as calculated in Equation 1) instead of three at the
Technical Report SAnToS-TR2009-09-25, SAnToS Laboratory, Kansas State University, October 2009.
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Fig. 5. Lazier# Symbolic Computation Tree of the swap Example and Heap Con-
figurations of An Example Trace (1-11-112-1121 and Sibling States)

beginning. State 1 in Figure 3 is abstracted into state 1 in Figure 4, and states 2
and 3 in Figure 3 are abstracted into state 2 in Figure 4 (i.e., both α̂0 and α̂1 may
actually be α0 or α1).

When α̂0’s data field is read at swap’s first statement, α̂0 is replaced with α0;
there is no existing symbolic object for the non-deterministic choice, thus, it uses
a fresh symbolic object). Moreover, α0’s data field is initialized with either the
Null value (21) or a fresh symbolic location β̂0 (22). From state 22, there are
three possible choices when executing swap’s second statement. We first replace
α̂1 by non-deterministically choosing the existing object α0 or a fresh symbolic
object α1. In the former case, the data field has been initialized, thus no special
treatment is needed (221). In the latter case, α1’s data field is “lazier-ly” initialized
with either Null (222) or a fresh symbolic location β̂1 (223). Executing swap’s last
statement from state 223 produces state 2231. Note that state 2231 in Figure 4
safely approximates state 3341 in Figure 3.

As we can observe, the computation tree in Figure 4 is considerably smaller than
the one in Figure 3, because the non-deterministic choices for this, n, and the data
fields are delayed, and the second step of the lazier initialization for data never hap-
pens. Moreover, all swap’s post-states in Figure 4 still satisfy swap’s postcondition,
thus, we conclude that the postcondition always holds. Note that we do not need
to replace β̂0 and β̂1 with symbolic objects when checking the postcondition, as
they will be compared against themselves (i.e., data==\old(n.data) iff β̂1 = β̂1).

In Section 4, we establish that Kiasan’s lazier initialization algorithm is sound
and complete with respect to Kiasan’s lazy initialization, and thus, to the concrete
execution.

3.3 The Lazier# Initialization Algorithm

For the swap method, the lazier initialization algorithm still generates six paths
shown in Figure 4. As it turns out, we can still reduce the size of the computation
tree further. We have developed an even lazier algorithm than the lazier initializa-
tion algorithm, which we named the lazier# initialization algorithm [Deng et al.
Technical Report SAnToS-TR2009-09-25, SAnToS Laboratory, Kansas State University, October 2009.
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2007b].
We observed that the lazier initialization algorithm is optimized for non-Null

variables; it optimistically assumes most variables are non-Null (this is in line with
JML’s default invariant for reference type variables). That is, it eagerly initializes
an uninitialized (reference type) variable as Null or a fresh symbolic location upon
access.

For example, let us consider swap and its lazier symbolic computation tree in
Figure 4. From state 2, lazier initialization algorithm non-deterministically chooses
between Null and a fresh symbolic location for the field this.data and generates
states 21 and 22. However, the object or Null that this.data refers to are only
used for reading. Thus, whether the value is Null or non-Null is irrelevant.
Therefore, the non-deterministic choice is too early at state 2 in the sense that it
unnecessarily exposes details about the heap objects.

In the lazier# initialization algorithm, we introduce an intermediate step by
initializing such variables with a new flavor of symbolic value that abstracts Null
as well as any object of the appropriate type. For the rest of this article, we use
the general term “symbolic references” (with annotation ·̄) for abstract values that
abstract both Null and any object of the appropriate type, and we use the term
“symbolic locations” (with annotation ·̂ as used previously) to refer to non-Null
values. That is, we now have three abstraction levels for objects (in coarser to finer
abstraction order): (1) symbolic objects, (2) symbolic locations, and (3) symbolic
references.

Thus, the lazier# initialization algorithm can be described as follows. In step
1, when an unmaterialized variable is read, it is initialized with a fresh symbolic
reference (i.e., there is no non-deterministic choice as is the case with lazier and
lazy initializations). In step 2, when a field of a symbolic reference is accessed,
the symbolic reference is replaced with Null (which results in raising a Null
dereference exception), or a fresh symbolic location. In the latter case, the algorithm
proceeds similarly to the lazier initialization algorithm (but, an uninitialized field is
lazier#-ly initialized instead of lazierly initialized). Note that the first step can be
further optimized (NV) by directly using a fresh symbolic location if the variable
is known to be non-Null.

Initial States: Given a method M (without loss of generality, we assume it is an
instance method), the components of initial states are initialized as follows.

—Each primitive global and parameter is initialized to a fresh primitive symbol.
—Each non-primitive global and parameter other than this is initialized to a fresh

symbolic reference.
—The implicit parameter this is initialized to a fresh symbolic location.

Hence, we have

NumInitStates(M) = 1. (2)

To illustrate the lazier# initialization algorithm, let us revisit the swap example.
Figure 5 illustrates the symbolic computation tree using the lazier# algorithm
and heap configurations of a trace (along with its states and their sibling states)
that simulates the highlighted trace in Figure 4 (and thus, it simulates the trace
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highlighted in Figure 3). The algorithm starts with one state (state 1) which
matches Equation 2. Notice that n refers to α̂1 instead of a symbolic reference
because of the NV optimization mentioned above (without the optimization, we
would use a fresh symbolic reference ᾱ1). When executing swap’s first statement,
α̂0 is replaced with a fresh symbolic object α0, and its data field is initialized with a
fresh symbolic reference β̄0, thus resulting in state 11. Continuing executing swap’s
second statement, α̂1 is replaced with either the existing symbolic object α0 or a
fresh symbolic object α1. In the former case, α0’s data field has been initialized,
thus no special treatment is needed (state 111). In the latter case, α1’s data field is
initialized with a fresh symbolic reference β̄1 (state 112). From state 112, it produces
state 1121. As we can observe, the lazier# computation tree in Figure 5 realizes a
correct abstraction of both the lazy (Figure 3) and lazier (Figure 4) computation
trees while still exposing enough information to establish swap’s postcondition.

As with Kiasan’s lazy and lazier initialization algorithms, Kiasan’s lazier# initial-
ization algorithm is also sound and complete with respect to the concrete execution,
as described in Section 4.

Optimality: Our experiment data in Section 5 confirms that the lazier# algo-
rithm is significantly faster than the lazier algorithm when analyzing complex data
structures. Furthermore, by using meta mathematical analysis based on counting
arguments and recurrence solving that employs generating functions [Wilf 1994], we
rigorously demonstrated that Kiasan’s lazier# algorithm is case-optimal with re-
spect to non-isomorphic cases of several complex data structures [Deng et al. 2007b;
Deng 2007]. That is, it does not generate heap shapes that are overly concrete and
overly abstract—the number of the non-isomorphic cases of heap configurations
that the algorithm generates matches exactly the number of cases produced by
using the generating function technique.

3.4 Bounding Strategies in Kiasan

To address the termination and path explosion issues, we incorporate two bound-
ing techniques to help curb SymExe’s complexity. The first bounding technique is
k-bounding, which bounds the size of the sequence of lazy/lazier/lazier# initial-
izations originating from each initial symbolic object up to k. In other words, we
bound the length of materialization (reference) chains on symbolic objects. For
arrays, we additionally bound the number of lazy initializations on distinct array
indexes up to k. The second bounding technique is n-bounding, which bounds the
number of objects of each (instantiable) type up to n.

These two user-adjustable bounding strategies provide a fair trade-off between
analysis cost and behavioral coverage; we can quantify the amount of coverage on
heap objects for a given bound, thus satisfying G3. That is, when using a bound
k/n, the analysis can guarantee the correctness of a program on any heap object
configuration (satisfying its contract) with reference chains whose lengths are at
most k or the number of objects of each type at most n. In the case where the
analysis does not exhaust k/n, a complete behavior coverage is guaranteed.

Furthermore, the two bounding techniques can be combined, for example, the
length of reference chains up to 3 and the number of object of java.lang.Object up
to 4. We can view the combined bounding technique as a pair (k, n) which bounds
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the lengths of reference chains up to k and the numbers of objects of each type
up to n. The k-bound and n-bound can be seen as special cases of the combined
bounding technique, more specifically, as (k, +∞) and (+∞, n) respectively.

To handle diverging loops, we limit the number of loop iterations (loop-bound)
that do not (lazily) initialize any heap object, i.e., we prefer exhausting the k or
n-bound first before resorting to loop bound to try to guarantee the advertised
heap object configuration coverage.

Note that the analysis exhausts the bounds only when necessary; and when it
does, it can give information about the particular program point and state where the
bound exhaustion happens (or trace leading to the bound exhaustion) as feedback
(G6).

4. FORMALIZATION

In this section, we formalize the operational semantics, and prove the relative3

soundness and completeness of the three symbolic execution algorithms presented
in Section 3 on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [Lindholm and Yellin 1999]. The
reasons that we use JVM instead of Java source code are:

(1) bytecode, the input program of JVM, is independent of compiler or optimiza-
tions used;

(2) bytecode directly corresponds to executed code since each Java program is first
compiled into bytecode which is then executed by JVM;

(3) bytecode instructions have simpler semantics, thus easier to formalize;
(4) the formalization can be applied to languages other than Java that can be

compiled to bytecode (e.g., Python/Jython, Ruby/JRuby, and Scala) and it
can be adapted to similar systems (e.g., .Net [MS 2006]).

To simplify the presentation, we put three limits on this formal study. First, we
focus on single-threaded programs with method calls inlined. Second, we assume
the bytecode programs that we handle satisfy all static and structural constraints
as described in Section 4.8 of JVM specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999]. Some
of the most important constraints are:

—The operand stack always contains correct numbers and types of operands;
—For each instruction, the types of the all parameters are correct;
—Field accesses are all legal—private, protected, or public.

Third, we only give the semantics and proofs on a representative subset of the
JVM instruction set for the clarity of presentation since: (1) there are more than
200 instructions in JVM, (2) many instructions have the same semantics and the
only difference is that they work on operands with different types (e.g., JVM has
different instructions to add two integers, floats, longs, or doubles).

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 gives a brief overview
of JVM and the subset of instructions that are used for semantics and proofs. We
then define the operational semantics of JVM concrete execution, SymExe with
lazy initialization (SEL), SymExe with lazier initialization (SELA), and SymExe

3The meaning of relativeness is provided in the beginning of Section 4.6.
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with Lazier# initialization (SELB) in the following four subsections: (a) Section 4.2
describes the semantic domains, (b) Section 4.3 defines some auxiliary functions, an
update notation, and a substitution operator to be used in the semantic rules and
proofs, (c) Section 4.4 specifies the states and the initial states in each semantics,
and (d) Section 4.5 presents the operational semantic rules. Finally, Section 4.6
gives a proof outline of the relative soundness and completeness of SEL, SELA,
and SELB using the JVM concrete execution as the basis.

4.1 Overview of Java Virtual Machine

JVM is a software simulated machine for the execution of bytecode. It is a stack-
based machine which uses an operand stack instead of registers to hold temporary
results. JVM runtime structures and a subset of the JVM instruction set to be used
in the semantics are introduced in Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2 respectively. More
detailed information about JVM can be found in JVM specification [Lindholm and
Yellin 1999].

4.1.1 JVM runtime data areas. JVM runtime data areas include

—PC registers which contain a program counter for each thread;
—JVM stacks which contain method call frames. Each frame contains a local

variable array and an operand stack;
—heap which contains all dynamically allocated objects and arrays;
—method area which contains static fields and the instructions of the method

among others;
—runtime constant pool which contains all the constants;
—native method stacks which are used to support native method calls.

4.1.2 JVM instruction set. We present some representative instructions in the
JVM instruction set as follows:

—load and store instructions
—aload n loads the local variable at local index n onto the operand stack.
—astore n stores the value from the top of the operand stack to the local variable

at local index n.
—arithmetic instructions

—iadd adds two integers from the top of the operand stack and puts the result
back onto the stack.

—isub subtracts two integers from the top of the operand stack and puts the
result back onto the stack.

—object creation and manipulation instructions
—new creates an object.
—anewarray creates an array.
—iaload reads from an index of an integer array.
—iastore writes to an index of an integer array.
—getfield reads from a field of an object.
—putfield writes to a field of an object.
—instanceof is the instanceof operator in Java.
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List 1 Type domains
—PType is the set of primitive types, consisting of INT, FLOAT, etc.
—AType is the set of array types.
—RType is the set of record types.
—SymType is the set of symbolic types.
—NPType = RType ]AType ] SymType is the set of non-primitive types.
—Type = PType ]NPType is the set of all types.

List 2 Value domains
—N is the set of natural numbers.
—Const is the set of constants, including N, True, False, Null, etc.
—ISymbol is the set of integer symbols.
—PSymbol is the set of primitive symbols, including ISymbol.
—Loc is the set of locations.
—SymLoc is the set of symbolic locations.
—SymRef is the set of symbolic references.
—Value = Const ]PSymbol ] Loc ] SymLoc ] SymRef is the set of values.

—checkcast tests whether one type can be casted into another. It is used before
each Java cast.

—branching instructions
—if icmplt compares the top two numbers from the operand stack and branches

if the less than relation holds.
—if acmeq compares two references on the top of the operand stack, if they are

the same, then branches.
—ifnull tests whether the top of the operand stack is Null, if it is Null, then

branches.
—ifnonnull is the opposite of ifnull, branches when the operand is non-Null.

Appendix A.1 gives a flavor of JVM bytecode and its execution using the swap
example.

4.2 Semantic Domains

The semantic domains can be classified into four categories: type, value, non-
primitive object, and state domains. Note that ] is used to denote disjoint union
and ⇀ is used to denote partial function definitions.

4.2.1 The type domains (shown in List 1). PType is used to model the prim-
itive types and NPType is for the reference types which are divided into object
(record) types (RType), array types (AType), and symbolic types (SymType).
SymType is used to model the variable types of symbolic objects.4

4In fact, all the non-primitive symbolic objects are associated with SymType.
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List 3 Non-primitive object domains
—Field is the set of fields, including len, def, conc, etc.
—Index = Field ] N ] ISymbol is the set of indexes.
—NPSymbol = {ατ | ατ : Index ⇀ Value } is the set of non-primitive symbols.
—Symbol = PSymbol ]NPSymbol is the set of symbols.

4.2.2 The value domains (shown in List 2). Similar to types, there are primi-
tive and non-primitive values. Primitive values, which have the types of PType,
include concrete primitive value (modeled by Const) and symbolic primitive value
(modeled by PSymbol). The non-primitive values include locations (Loc) which
are the addresses of non-primitive objects and arrays in heap, symbolic locations
(SymLoc) used in SELA to model a set of locations, and symbolic references
(SymRef) used in SELB to model a set of locations and Null. Note that each
element of symbolic locations and symbolic references carries its type which belongs
to either AType or RType and the type may be omitted if it is not important.

4.2.3 The non-primitive object domains (shown in List 3). Non-primitive ob-
jects (NPSymbol) include objects and arrays which can be symbolic or concrete.
Objects and arrays are treated uniformly as mappings: for an object, it is from
field names to values; for an array, it is from array indexes or length (modeled by
len) to values. In order to model symbolic and concrete array indexes, the do-
main of the mappings, Index, includes symbolic integers and natural numbers. To
model the uninitialized fields of symbolic objects and indexes of arrays in the lazy
initialization algorithm, we let the mappings to be partial, that is, if a field or an
index is undefined, then it is uninitialized. Therefore, each non-primitive symbol,
ατ where τ is the type of α, is modeled as a partial mapping from its fields (or
array indexes) to values. Note that the type τ of each symbol, ατ , may be omitted
if it is not important.

We have introduced two special fields for each non-primitive object or array:

—Field def stores the default values of locally created arrays. Elements of local
arrays (created by anewarray) should have default values according to JVM
specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999], but we cannot simply assign default
values to all elements of a local array because the array length may be unknown
(i.e., symbolic). Instead, we keep the default value for the array on its def field
and lazily initialize accessed indexes with it.

—Field conc is used to distinguish concrete objects and arrays from symbolic
ones. Each concrete object or array has conc defined while symbolic one does
not. The purpose is to eliminate false alarms when applying the lazy initialization
algorithm: the choosing range is limited to symbolic objects and arrays where
conc fields are undefined. The key observation is that symbolic objects and
arrays are created before entering the method and concrete objects are created
after entering the method. Thus a symbolic object or array cannot point to
concrete objects except through assignments.

4.2.4 The state domains (shown in List 4). As we described in Section 4.1.1,
there are six runtime data areas in the JVM: PC registers, JVM stacks containing
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List 4 State domains
—Global = { g | g : Field ⇀ Value } is the set of globals.
—PC is the set of program counters.
—Local = { l | l : N ⇀ Value } is the set of locals.
—Stack = {ω | ω : Seq(Value) } is the set of operand stacks which are modeled

by sequences of values. Note that Seq(Value) denotes the set of all sequences
of values. A sequence of values, S, is defined inductively as S ::= nil | v :: S,
where v ∈ Value.

—Heap = {h | h : Loc ⇀ NPSymbol } is the set of heaps.
—Φ is the set of boolean expressions.
—State = Global×PC×Local×Stack×Heap×Φ represents the set of states.
—Instr is the set of bytecode instructions with additional assert and assume

instructions.

stack frames, heap, method area containing static fields and others, runtime con-
stant pool, and native method stacks. Some data areas are modeled exactly: heap
is modeled as a mapping from locations to objects (NPSymbol); each stack frame
is broken into an operand stack and a local variable array; static fields are modeled
as global variables.

The rest of the data areas are customized in the context of our study. Since we
limit our scope of this formal study to single-threaded programs and one method
at a time with method calls inlined, we only need to model one PC register and
one stack frame. We do not model the runtime constant pool assuming that the
constants in all the instructions have already been resolved. Also, we do not model
native method stacks since we only consider pure bytecode in this article.

To facilitate symbolic execution, we add path condition φ to the state. The path
condition is modeled as a conjunctive-set of formulas due to the nature of SymExe;
that is, constraints are always added (conjuncted) to the path condition. Notice
that an empty set represents True. Overall, a state is represented as a sextuple
that consists of global variables, a program counter, locals, an operand stack, a
heap, and a path condition.

The domain Instr represents all the instructions provided by JVM and two
additional instructions: assert and assume to enable the checking of preconditions
and postconditions. Elements of Instr are indexed by the program counters of
states.

List 5 shows the convention of meta-variables for the domains. Note that meta-
variables may be primed or subscripted.

4.3 Auxiliary Functions, Update Notation, and Substitution Operator

4.3.1 Auxiliary Functions. We define some auxiliary functions (shown in List 6)
to facilitate the definition of operational semantics. We use notation ↓ to indicate
that a function is defined on the argument and ↑ to indicate a function is undefined
on the argument.
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List 5 Meta-variables
—τ is of types, Type.
—c is of constants, Const.
—ξ is of locations, Loc.
—α̂ and β̂ are of symbolic locations, SymLoc.
—ᾱ and β̄ are of symbolic references, SymRef .
—v is of values, Value.
—f is of fields, Field.
—i is of indexes, Index.
—α and β are of symbols, Symbol.
—g is of globals, Global.
—pc is of program counters, PC.
—ω is of operand stacks, Stack.
—h is of heaps, Heap.
—l is of locals, Local.
—σ is of states, State.
—φ is of boolean expressions, Φ.

4.3.2 Update Notation. The update notation, f [d 7→ r], where f is a function, d
is in the domain of f , and r is in the range of f , represents a function which differs
from f only at d. Formally,

f [d 7→ r](d′) =

{
f(d′) if d′ 6= d

r if d′ = d,

where f is a function; d, d′ ∈ dom f ; and r is in the range of f .

4.3.3 Substitution Operator. To facilitate the definition of operational semantics
and the proof of soundness and completeness, we define a substitution operator,
η∗(C) where η is a function, η : Value ∪ Type ⇀ Value ∪ Type, and C is a
construct which can be a value, an expression, a tuple, a function, a set, or a
sequence. The inductive definition of C is

C ::= c | fn : C → C | nil | c ::C | C op C | (C,C, . . . , C) | {C,C, . . . , C},

where c ∈ Value ∪ Type ∪ PC and op ∈ {+,−, ∗, /, =, 6=, <,≤, >,≥, :>,∨}. The
result of η∗(C) has the same structure as C except that any component vt that is
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List 6 Auxiliary functions
—default : Type → Value = λτ.v,where v is the default value of τ , returns the

default value.
—fields : Type → P(Field) = λτ.{fτ ′ | fτ ′ is a field in τ} returns the fields of a

given type.
—<: : NPType×NPType → Boolean = λ(τ, τ ′).(τ is a subtype of τ ′) (We use

the function as an infix operator, for example, τ <: τ ′).
—acc-idx : NPSymbol → P(N ∪ ISymbol) = λα. { i ∈ N ∪ ISymbol | α(i)↓ }

returns integral indexes of a non-primitive symbol.
—collect : Heap → P(Loc) = λh. { ξ ∈ dom h | h(ξ)(conc) ↑ } returns locations

that map to symbolic objects.
—symbols : State → P(Symbol) = λσ. {α | α appears in σ } returns the set of all

symbols in a state.
—sym-locs : State → P(SymLoc) = λσ. { α̂ | α̂ appears in σ } returns the set of

all symbolic locations in a state.
—sym-refs : State → P(SymRef) = λσ. { ᾱ | ᾱ appears in σ } returns the set of

all symbolic references in a state.
—new-prim-sym : PType×P(Symbol) → PSymbol = λ(τ,S).ατ , ατ 6∈ S returns

a new primitive symbol.
—new-sym-type : P(Symbol) → SymType = λS.τ s.t. τ ∈ SymType and

τ does not appear in S, returns a new symbolic type.
—array-type : Type → AType = λτ.τ ′, where τ ′ is the array type with element

type τ , returns a new array type.
—new-sym : P(Symbol) → NPSymbol = λ(S).ατ , s.t. α 6∈ S ∧ τ =

new-sym-type(S) ∧ ∀i ∈ Index.α(i)↑, returns a new symbolic record.
—new-sarr : P(Symbol) → NPSymbol = λ(S).new-sym(S ∪ {α})[len 7→

α], where α = new-prim-sym(int,S), returns a new symbolic array.
—new-obj : P(Symbol)×RType → NPSymbol = λ(S, τ).ατ , s.t. ατ 6∈ S∧∀fτ ′ ∈

fields(τ).α(fτ ′) = default(τ ′) ∧ α(conc) ↓, returns a new concrete object.
—new-arr : P(Symbol)×Type× (N] ISymbol) → NPSymbol = λ(S, τ, v).ατ ′ ,

s.t. ατ ′ 6∈ S ∧ τ ′ = array-type(τ) ∧ dom α = {def, len,conc} ∧ α(def) =
default(τ) ∧ α(len) = v, returns a new concrete array.

—new-carr : P(Symbol) ×Type × N → NPSymbol = λ(S, τ, m).ατ ′ , s.t. ατ ′ 6∈
S∧ τ ′ = array-type(τ)∧ ∀0 ≤ j < m.ατ ′(j) = default(τ)∧ ατ ′(len) = m, returns
a new concrete array in concrete JVM semantics.

—code : PC ⇀ Instr which takes a program counter and returns the corresponding
instruction that is pointed by the program counter.

—next : PC ⇀ PC = λpc.pc′, where pc′ is the address of the instruction that is
next to the instruction pointed by pc, returns the next program counter.
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in the domain of η is replaced by η(vt). Formally,

η∗(C) =



C if C ∈ Value ∪Type ∪PC ∧ C 6∈ dom η;
η(C) if C ∈ Value ∪Type ∧ C ∈ dom η;⋃

d∈dom C{η∗(d) 7→ η∗(C(d))} if C is a function;
nil if C is the empty sequence (nil);
η∗(d) ::η∗(q) if C is a sequence and C = d ::q;
η∗(C1) op η∗(C2) if C = C1 op C2;
(η∗(e1), η∗(e2), . . . , η∗(en)) if C = (e1, e2, . . . , en) for some n ∈ N;⋃

e∈C{η∗(e)} if C is a set.

4.4 States and Initial States

In this subsection, we describe: (1) the states in the four semantics (i.e., concrete
JVM, SEL, SELA, and SELB), and (2) the respective initial states given a method
M in those semantics.

4.4.1 States. The state domains in concrete JVM, SEL, SELA, and SELB are all
different. If we list the state domains in the order of concrete JVM, SEL, SELA, and
SELB, then each state domain is more general than its previous one: SEL is more
general than concrete JVM with the introduction of symbolic objects and primitive
symbols; SELA is more general than SEL with the addition of symbolic locations;
SELB is more general than SELA with the inclusion of symbolic references. In
order to have a general enough state domain definition that can be applied to all
four semantics, state domain State shown in List 4 is defined to be equal to the
state domain of SELB. That is, Statec ⊂ States ⊂ Statea ⊂ Stateb = State,
where Statec, States, Statea, and Stateb are the state domains in concrete JVM,
SEL, SELA, and SELB respectively. More specifically:

—Concrete JVM state domain Statec consists of all σ such that everything in σ is
concrete and initialized. That is, the follows must hold
(1) No primitive symbol, symbolic type, symbolic location, or symbolic reference

can appear in σ.
(2) For all ατ ∈ NPSymbol which appears in the σ, all the fields of type τ are

defined; if τ is in AType, all the indexes from 0 to ατ (len)− 1 are defined.
(3) The path condition of σ can only be True or False. Then we just write

True or False for the path condition for simplicity.
—SEL state domain States consists of all σ such that neither symbolic reference

nor symbolic reference appears in σ.
—SELA state domain Statea consists of all σ such that no symbolic reference

appears in σ.
—SELB state domain Stateb = State.

Readers are referred to Appendix A.2 for the examples of formalization of states
using the swap method.

4.4.2 Initial States. The initial states of the four semantics are different as well.
According to the JVM specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999], the components

of the state should satisfy the following conditions before executing a method:
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—globals are unconstrained.
—program counter is equal to the initial address (pcinit) of the method body.
—parameters are put in the local array sequentially starting from index 0. But

variables that are declared in the method are not initialized.
—the stack is empty.
—heap stores objects referred by globals and parameters.

Based on the above conditions, we formalize the initial states in each of four se-
mantics to incorporate path conditions and new data types we introduced such as
symbols, symbolic locations and references. In all four semantics, the initial pro-
gram counter and the initial stack are the same: pcinit and the empty sequence,
respectively. Other components of the initial states are different:

—In concrete semantics, globals are only those static fields referred by the method.
Furthermore, globals, locals, and heap should be type correct and heap is garbage
collected. Finally, the path condition is True.

—In SEL, globals and locals are initialized according to Section 3.1. The heap con-
tains non-primitive symbols referred by globals and locals. These non-primitive
symbols are associated with fresh type variables. The path condition contains
τ ′ <: τ when a global or a local of non-primitive type τ refers to a non-primitive
symbol ατ ′ .

—In SELA, globals and locals are initialized according to Section 3.2. The heap
and the path condition are empty.

—In SELB, globals and locals are initialized according to Section 3.3. The heap
and the path condition are empty.

Readers are referred to Appendix A.3 for the examples of formalization of initial
states for the swap method.

4.5 Semantic Rules

Operational semantic rules are in the format of

premises

σ ⇒C/S/A/B σ1[‖ σ2] | Exception, σ3[‖ σ4]|Error, σ5[‖ σ6]

that shows how a state is transformed by one bytecode instruction to one or two end
states. The possible two end states are due to non-determinism at branching points
and there are at most two branches in all the JVM instructions that we model.5

The end states can be normal states, exceptions, or errors. More specifically, given
a state σ, if premises are satisfied, after executing the instruction pointed by the
program counter component of σ, the result can be in one of the following forms:

—σ1;
—non-deterministically σ1 or σ2;

5In JVM, there are two multi-way branching instructions, tableswitch and lookupswitch. We
do not include those instructions to simplify the presentation. The rules can be trivially extended
to have more than two end states to accommodate the two instructions.
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ALOAD-S
code(pc) = aload n

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, l(n) ::ω, h, φ)

ASTORE-S
code(pc) = astore n ω = v ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l[n 7→ v], ω′, h, φ)

Fig. 6. Rules for Load and Store Instructions in SEL

—an Exception with state σ3;
—non-deterministically σ4 or an Exception with state σ3;
—an Error with state σ5;
—non-deterministically σ6 or an Error with state σ5.

The subscript of the transition ⇒, C/S/A/B, indicates that the rule is about JVM
concrete execution, SEL, SELA, or SELB respectively. Exceptions are handled
according to JVM specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999]. If an error occurs,
then the program stops. For simplicity, we assume that garbage collection is per-
formed after each transition. However, symbols with conc field undefined are
never garbage collected. Moreover, the execution terminates silently when the path
condition of a state becomes unsatisfiable.

Each operational semantic rule name is in the format of xxxx[#]-C/S/A/B where
xxxx is the instruction name. Since there may be multiple rules for one instruction,
we use a number # (from 1 to n for some n ∈ N and n > 1) to distinguish the
rules for the same instruction. For this kind of instructions, there may be more
than one rule whose premise is true at the same time and the algorithms can non-
deterministically pick any one to execute. The last letters ‘C’, ‘S’, ‘A’, and ‘B’ in
the rule names denote concrete semantic rules, SEL rules, SELA rules, and SELB
rules respectively.

4.5.1 Operational Semantic Rules of JVM Concrete Execution. The concrete
semantic rules are based on JVM Specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999] and
readers are referred to Appendix B for detail.

4.5.2 Operational Semantic Rules of Symbolic Execution with Lazy Initializa-
tion. SEL (Symbolic Execution with Lazy Initialization) rules are divided into five
categories: load and store instruction rules, arithmetic instruction rules, object
creation and manipulation instruction rules, control transfer instruction rules, and
assume and assert instruction rules. The rules extend the concrete JVM semantics
to handle symbolic operands which include primitive symbols and symbolic objects.
We use the binding, σ = (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ), for all the rules.

Load and store instruction rules (shown in Figure 6): Instruction aload n
reads the local variable at local index n and puts it onto the stack as illustrated
by rule ALOAD-S, and astore n stores the top stack value to the local variable at
index n as shown by rule ASTORE-S.

Arithmetic instruction rules (shown in Figure 7): Semantics of iadd is
represented by rule IADD-S. Since the operands may be symbolic integers, a fresh
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IADD-S
code(pc) = iadd ω = v1 ::v2 ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, α ::ω′, h, φ ∪ {α = v1 + v2})
where α = new-prim-sym(int, symbols(σ))

ISUB-S
code(pc) = isub ω = v1 ::v2 ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, α ::ω′, h, φ ∪ {α = v2 − v1})
where α = new-prim-sym(int, symbols(σ))

Fig. 7. Rules for Arithmetic Instructions in SEL

symbolic integer is introduced as the result and a constraint is added to the path
condition stating that the fresh symbolic integer equals to the sum of the two
operands. Recall that we model each path condition as a conjunctive set. The rule
for isub is similar.

Object creation and manipulation instruction rules (shown in Figures 8,
9, and 10): We classify the rules into three sub-categories for the clarity of pre-
sentation: (1) pure object handling instruction rules which include rules for new,
getfield, and putfield instructions shown in Figure 8, (2) array handling in-
struction rules shown in Figure 9 which include rules for anewarray, iastore, and
iaload instructions, and (3) rules shown in Figure 10 for instructions that can be
applied to both objects and arrays which include instanceof and checkcast:

(1) Rules for pure object handling instructions:
—Rule NEW-S for new τ creates a local object using new-obj shown in List 6.

Since field conc is initialized by the definition of new-obj, the newly created
object will not be in the choosing ranges of lazy initializations.

—Instruction getfield has seven semantic rules. Rule GETFIELD1-S handles
the case that the field of the object is defined. Rule GETFIELD7-S repre-
sents the case that the object reference is Null. Rules GETFIELD(2..6)-S
demonstrate the lazy initialization algorithm when the field is undefined.
GETFIELD2-S handles the sub-case of primitive field type. A new sym-
bol is created and the field is initialized with the symbol. GETFIELD3-S

lazily initializes a non-primitive field to Null. GETFIELD4-S lazily ini-
tializes a non-primitive field by non-deterministically choosing from existing
symbolic objects (with conc undefined) from heap with compatible types.
Rules GETFIELD5-S and GETFIELD6-S show the field is initialized with a
new symbolic object or a new symbolic array respectively.

—Instruction putfield τ has two rules: PUTFIELD1-S for non-Null object
reference and PUTFIELD2-S for Null dereference.

(2) Array handling instruction rules: As described earlier in Section 3.1, arrays
present a unique challenge: unlike objects whose fields are fixed by their types,
indexes of an array may not be fixed because the length may be symbolic due to
the following conditions: (1) the accessed array is a parameter which we model
as a symbolic array whose length is accordingly symbolic, or (2) the array is
explicitly created inside the method with a symbolic length. Therefore, we
model each array as a symbol whose indexes are initially undefined. When the
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NEW-S
code(pc) = new τ

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ξ ::ω, h[ξ 7→ new-obj(symbols(σ), τ)], φ)
where ξ 6∈ dom h

GETFIELD1-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↓

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, h(ξ)(fτ ) ::ω′, h, φ)

GETFIELD2-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ PType

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, α ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ α]], φ)
where α = new-prim-sym(τ, symbols(σ))

GETFIELD3-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ NPType

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l,Null ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ Null]], φ)

GETFIELD4-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ NPType

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ξ′ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ ξ′]], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ′ ∈ collect(h), ατ ′ = h(ξ′)

GETFIELD5-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ AType

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ξ′ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ ξ′]][ξ′ 7→ ατ ′ ],
φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ, α(len) ≥ 0})

where ατ ′ = new-sarr(symbols(σ)), ξ′ 6∈ dom h

GETFIELD6-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ RType

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ξ′ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ ξ′]][ξ′ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ατ ′ = new-sym(symbols(σ)), ξ′ 6∈ dom h

GETFIELD7-S
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)

PUTFIELD1-S
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ v]], φ)

PUTFIELD2-S
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)

Fig. 8. Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instructions (1) in SEL

element of this symbolic array is accessed (read/write) through an index (e.g.,
by iastore or iaload), there are four possibilities:
(a) if the index is out of bounds, an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException is

thrown (IASTORE1-S, IALOAD1-S);
(b) if the index is equal to one of those indexes that have been accessed before

(from acc-idx function), then the corresponding index is used (IASTORE2-S,
IALOAD2-S);

(c) if all of the above do not hold and the number of distinct indexes accessed
so far is less than the length of the array, a new entry is created in the
array (IASTORE3-S, IALOAD3-S).

(d) if the given array is Null, a NullPointerException is thrown (IASTORE4-S,
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ANEWARRAY-S
code(pc) = anewarray τ ω = v ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ α], φ ∪ {v ≥ 0})
‖ NegativeArraySizeException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ ∪ {v < 0})

where α = new-arr(symbols(σ), τ, v), ξ 6∈ dom h

IASTORE1-S
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S ArrayIndexOutOfBoundException,
(g, pc, l, ω, h, φ ∪ {i < 0 ∨ i ≥ h(ξ)(len)})

IASTORE2-S
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ α[i′ 7→ v]], φ ∪ {i = i′})
where α = h(ξ), i′ ∈ acc-idx(α)

IASTORE3-S
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ α[i 7→ v]], φ ∪
˘

i 6= i′ | i′ ∈ I
¯

∪{0 ≤ i, i < α(len), |I| < α(len)})
where α = h(ξ), I = acc-idx(α)

IASTORE4-S
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)

IALOAD1-S
code(pc) = iaload ω = i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException,
(g, pc, l, ω, h, φ ∪ {i < 0 ∨ i ≥ h(ξ)(len)})

IALOAD2-S
code(pc) = iaload ω = i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, α(i′) ::ω′, h, φ ∪ {i = i′})
where α = h(ξ), i′ ∈ acc-idx(α)

IALOAD3-S
code(pc) = iaload ω = i ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, v ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ α[i 7→ v]], φ ∪
˘

i 6= i′ | i′ ∈ I
¯

∪{0 ≤ i, i < α(len), |I| < α(len)})
where α = h(ξ), I = acc-idx(α),

v =

(
α(def) if α(def)↓
new-prim-sym(INT, symbols(σ)) if α(def)↑

IALOAD4-S
code(pc) = iaload ω = i ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)

Fig. 9. Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instructions (2) in SEL

IALOAD4-S).
When an array is created locally with a symbolic length, we do not assign the
default value to each element of the array because we do not know exactly
how many elements are in the array. As illustrated by rule IALOAD3-S, only
when the array index is accessed for the first time, we lazily assign the default
value stored at the field def. And the field def is initialized, as shown in rule
ANEWARRAY-S, when an array is explicitly created by instruction anewarray.

(3) Rules for instanceof and checkcast: Since there are symbolic types in SEL,
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INSTANCEOF1-S
code(pc) = instanceof τ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, 0::ω′, h, φ)

INSTANCEOF2-S
code(pc) = instanceof τ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, 1::ω′, h, φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
‖ (g,next(pc), l, 0::ω′, h, φ ∪ {τ ′ 6<: τ})

where ατ ′ = h(ξ)

CHECKCAST1-S
code(pc) = checkcast τ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω, h, φ)

CHECKCAST2-S
code(pc) = checkcast τ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω, h, φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ}) ‖
ClassCastException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ ∪ {τ ′ 6<: τ})

where ατ ′ = h(ξ)

Fig. 10. Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instructions (3) in SEL

both τ ′ <: τ and τ ′ 6<: τ may be satisfiable. So both INSTANCEOF2-S and
CHECKCAST2-S have two end states to cover both possibilities. SymExe will
non-deterministically pick one end state. If the path condition of the chosen
end state is unsatisfiable, the SymExe will backtrack and explore the other end
state.

Control transfer instruction rules (shown in Figure 11): Instruction if icmplt
has one rule, IF ICMPLT-S. Since the comparison may involve a symbolic value,
rule IF ICMPLT-S has two end states to cover both the true and false branches.
If the comparison can be determined, that is, one branch is true; the other branch
will have an inconsistent path condition, and thus will be ignored during symbolic
execution.

The rules for instructions if acmpeq, ifnull, and ifnonull follow the JVM
specification exactly.

The assume and assert instruction rules (shown in Figure 12): The se-
mantics for assume and assert are standard: if the top of the stack is True (1),
assume and assert do nothing; otherwise, assume terminates the execution silently
by making path condition False, while assert signals an error and terminates the
execution.

Readers are referred to Appendix A.4 for the formalization of the highlighted
trace in Figure 3.

4.5.3 Operational Semantic Rules of Symbolic Execution with Lazier Initializa-
tion. As described in Section 3, SELA (Symbolic Execution with Lazier Initial-
ization) is distinguished from SEL in the use of symbolic locations. Therefore,
in general, SELA semantic rules are the same as the SEL semantic rules unless
symbolic locations are involved. Symbolic locations can be used as operands of
an instruction or produced by the instruction, getfield. For each symbolic lo-
cation that appears in the operands of an instruction, there are two possibilities:
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IF ICMPLT-S
code(pc) = if icmplt pc′ ω = v1 ::v2 ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ ∪ {v2 ≥ v1}) ‖ (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ ∪ {v2 < v1})

IF ACMPEQ1-S
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v2 ::v1 ::ω′ v2 6= v1

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ)

IF ACMPEQ2-S
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v2 ::v1 ::ω′ v2 = v1

σ ⇒S (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

IFNULL1-S
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ)

IFNULL2-S
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

IFNONNULL1-S
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

IFNONNULL2-S
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ)

Fig. 11. Rules for Control Transfer Instructions in SEL

ASSUME-S
code(pc) = assume ω = v ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ ∪ {v = 1})

ASSERT-S
code(pc) = assert ω = v ::ω′

σ ⇒S (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ ∪ {v = 1}) ‖ Error, (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ ∪ {v = 0})

Fig. 12. Rules for assume and assert Instructions in SEL

the symbolic location is “consumed” (used) or just “transferred”. If a symbolic
location is consumed by an instruction, it is resolved to a location except ifnull
and ifnonnull which leverage symbolic locations directly. If a symbolic location
is just transferred by an instruction, then the rules in SELA should be the same as
the ones in SEL. Recall that the bytecode instructions that we cover are classified
into five categories: (1) load and store instruction, (2) arithmetic instruction, (3)
object creation and manipulation instruction, (4) control transfer instruction, and
(5) assume and assert instruction. The rules for instructions in (1), (2), and (5)
are the same as the ones in SEL since instructions in (1) only transfer symbolic
locations; and instructions in (2) and (5) have no symbolic location operand. We
only need to discuss rules for (3) and (4). We will first explain rules for (4) and then
(3) for clarity. Since the large portions of the SELA semantic rules are shared with
the ones of SEL, we present only the additional rules of SELA in this subsection.
As in the SEL rules, we use the binding σ = (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ), and all the end states
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IF ACMPEQ1-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = α̂τ :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

IF ACMPEQ2-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = α̂τ ::v ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IF ACMPEQ3-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = α̂τ ::v ::ω′ τ ∈ RType

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sym(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IF ACMPEQ4-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = α̂τ ::v ::ω′ τ ∈ AType

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ, 0 ≤ α(len)})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sarr(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IF ACMPEQ5-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IF ACMPEQ6-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v :: α̂τ ::ω′ τ ∈ RType

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sym(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IF ACMPEQ7-A
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v :: α̂τ ::ω′ τ ∈ AType

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ, 0 ≤ α(len)})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sarr(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IFNULL-A
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = α̂ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h, φ)

IFNONNULL-A
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = α̂ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

Fig. 13. Additional Rules Control Transfer Instructions in SELA

with unsatisfiable path conditions are ignored.

Control transfer instruction rules (shown in Figure 13): There are seven ad-
ditional SELA semantic rules for the if acmpeq instruction. Rule IF ACMPEQ1-A

is to optimize the operation when the two operands are the same symbolic location;
there is no need to resolve the symbolic location in this case. The remaining six
rules resolve symbolic location operands. Rules IF ACMPEQ2-A, IF ACMPEQ3-A,
and IF ACMPEQ4-A handle the case of the first operand being a symbolic location.
More specifically, rule IF ACMPEQ2-A resolves a symbolic location to a location
that refers to an existing object in the heap; rule IF ACMPEQ3-A resolves a sym-
bolic location associated with a record type to a fresh location which refers to a
fresh object; rule IF ACMEQ4-A resolves a symbolic location associated with an
array type to a fresh location which refers to a fresh array. Symmetrically, rules
IF ACMPEQ5-A, IF ACMPEQ6-A, and IF ACMPEQ7-A handle the case of the
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GETFIELD1-A
code(pc) = getfield f ω = α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

GETFIELD2-A
code(pc) = getfield f ω = α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sym(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

GETFIELD3-A
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ NPType

σ ⇒A (g,next(pc), l, α̂τ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[fτ 7→ α̂τ ]], φ)
where α̂ is fresh

PUTFIELD1-A
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

PUTFIELD2-A
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sym(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IASTORE1-A
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IASTORE2-A
code(pc) = iastore ω = v :: i :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ, 0 ≤ α(len)})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sarr(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IALOAD1-A
code(pc) = iaload ω = i :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h), φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ})
where ξ ∈ collect(h), h(ξ) = ατ ′ , η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

IASTORE2-A
code(pc) = iastore ω = i :: α̂τ ::ω′

σ ⇒A (η∗(g), pc, η∗(l), η∗(ω), η∗(h)[ξ 7→ ατ ′ ], φ ∪ {τ ′ <: τ, 0 ≤ α(len)})
where ξ 6∈ dom h, ατ ′ = new-sarr(symbols(σ)), η = {α̂ 7→ ξ}

Fig. 14. Additional Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instructions in SELA

second operand being a symbolic location. If both operands are locations or Null,
SEL rule IF ACMPEQ1-S or IF ACMPEQ2-S is applied.

There is one additional rule for each of the ifnull and ifnonnull instructions
to handle the case of a symbolic location operand. Since a symbolic location can
only be resolved to a location which is not Null, there is no need for the instruc-
tions to resolve the symbolic location operand. This is another advantage of lazier
initialization besides being lazier than lazy initialization: symbolic locations are
directly leveraged.

For if icmplt, since all the operands are integer values and thus can not be
symbolic locations, the rule for the instruction is the same as the one in SEL,
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IF ICMPLT-S.

Object creation and manipulation instruction rules (shown in Figure 14):
There are three additional rules for the getfield and two for putfield instruc-
tions. Most of those rules are for resolving a symbolic location to a location that
refers to one of existing objects in the heap (GETFIELD1-A, PUTFIELD1-A) or
a fresh symbolic object (GETFIELD2-A, PUTFIELD2-A). The remaining rule of
getfield, GETFIELD3-A, demonstrates the essence of lazier initialization: when
a field is not defined, a symbolic location is produced, that is, the field is initialized
with a fresh symbolic location. Note that the field can be initialized with Null
as well (shown in rule GETFIELD3-S). Therefore, GETFIELD3-A rule overrides
SEL rules that initialize an undefined field to a location, i.e., GETFIELD4,5,6-S. In
other words, the SELA rules for instruction getfield consist of GETFIELD1,2,3-A

and GETFIELD1,2,3,7-S.
For the putfield instruction, the two additional rules PUTFIELD1-A and PUTFIELD2-A

resolve the second operand if it is a symbolic location. Whether the top of the stack
is a symbolic location is not examined, because the top value is only transferred by
the instruction.

For iastore and iaload, there are two additional rules for each instruction: to
resolve a symbolic location to an existing array in the heap or a fresh array.

The rest of the instructions (anew, anewarray, instanceof, and checkcast) in
this category have the same rules as the ones in SEL because no symbolic location
can appear in the operands.

Readers are referred to Appendix A.5 for the formalization of the highlighted
trace in Figure 4.

4.5.4 Operational Semantic Rules of Symbolic Execution with Lazier# Initial-
ization. SELB (Symbolic Execution with Lazier# Initialization) is distinguished
from SELA in the use of symbolic references. Hence, in general, the semantic rules
of SELB are the same as those of SELA unless symbolic references are involved.
Symbolic references can be used as operands of instructions or produced by the
instruction, getfield. Depending on the instruction, symbolic references that ap-
pear in the operands may be either be consumed or transferred. For each symbolic
reference that is consumed by instructions, the symbolic reference is resolved to
either Null or a fresh symbolic location. Once symbolic references are resolved,
the rules of SELA and SEL are applied. Similar to SELA, we only discuss addi-
tional rules that handle symbolic references for instructions: if acmpeq, ifnull,
ifnonnull, getfield, putfield, iastore, and iaload since the rest of the in-
structions that we cover in this article have the same rules as in SEL. We will use
binding σ = (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ).

Figure 15 shows the five additional rules for the if acmpeq instruction. Similar to
rule IF ACMPEQ1-A in SELA, rule IF ACMPEQ1-B is an optimization for the two
operands being the same symbolic reference without having to resolve the symbolic
reference. Each of the remaining four rules resolves a symbolic reference operand
to either Null as in IF ACMPEQ2-B and IF ACMPEQ4-B, or a fresh symbolic
location as in IF ACMPEQ3-B and IF ACMPEQ5-B.

Figure 16 shows two additional rules for each of the ifnull and ifnonnull
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IF ACMPEQ1-B
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = ᾱτ :: ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B (g, pc′, l, ω′, h, φ)

IF ACMPEQ2-B
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::v ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱ 7→ Null}∗(σ)

IF ACMPEQ3-B
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::v ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱτ 7→ α̂τ}∗(σ)
where α̂ is fresh

IF ACMPEQ4-B
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v :: ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱ 7→ Null}∗(σ)

IF ACMPEQ5-B
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v :: ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱτ 7→ α̂τ}∗(σ)
where α̂ is fresh

Fig. 15. Additional Rules for if acmpeq Instruction in SELB

IFNULL1-B
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱ 7→ Null}∗(σ)

IFNULL2-B
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱτ 7→ α̂τ}∗(σ)
where α̂ is fresh

IFNONNULL1-B
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱ 7→ Null}∗(σ)

IFNONNULL2-B
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱτ 7→ α̂τ}∗(σ)
where α̂ is fresh

Fig. 16. Additional Rules for ifnull and ifnonnull Instructions in SELB

GETFIELD1-B
code(pc) = getfield f ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱ 7→ Null}∗(σ)

GETFIELD2-B
code(pc) = getfield f ω = ᾱτ ::ω′

σ ⇒B {ᾱτ 7→ α̂τ}∗(σ)
where α̂ is fresh

GETFIELD3-B
code(pc) = getfield fτ ω = ξ ::ω′ h(ξ)(fτ )↑ τ ∈ NPType

σ ⇒B (g,next(pc), l, ᾱτ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[fτ 7→ ᾱτ ]], φ)
where ᾱ is fresh

Fig. 17. Additional Rules for getfield Instruction in SELB
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instructions. The additional rules are for resolving symbolic references to either
Null or a fresh symbolic location.

Figure 17 shows the additional rules for the getfield instruction. GETFIELD1-B

and GETFIELD2-B are added to resolve symbolic references. Rule GETFIELD3-B

initializes an undefined field with a fresh symbolic reference. This SELB rule,
GETFIELD3-B, overrides SELA rule GETFIELD3-A and SEL rules GETFIELD3,4,5,6-S.
In summary, SELB rules for instruction getfield consist of GETFIELD1,2,3-B;
GETFIELD1,2-A; and GETFIELD1,2,7-S. Notice that rule GETFIELD3-S, which
initializes a field with Null, is also overridden whereas this rule is not overridden
by rule GETFIELD3-A in SELA. This difference explains why SELB is even lazier
than SELA: in SELA whether a field value is Null is decided when it is initialized
by the getfield instruction; in SELB, this decision is deferred.

The additional rules for putfield, iastore, and iaload instructions are just to
resolve the symbolic reference operand and are the same as GETFIELD1-B and
GETFIELD2-B; thus the rules are not listed.

Readers are referred to Appendix A.6 for the formalization of the highlighted
trace in Figure 5.

4.6 Relative Soundness and Completeness of Symbolic Execution Algorithms

In this subsection, we show that the three symbolic execution algorithms (i.e., SEL,
SELA, and SELB) are relatively sound and complete with regard to the concrete
execution. We first define soundness and completeness as follows: (1) A symbolic
execution algorithm is sound if and only if it can find the error if there is an error
in the concrete execution. (2) A symbolic execution algorithm is complete if and
only if the algorithm does not report false errors. That is, if an error is found by
the algorithm, there must be a concrete execution trace leading to this error. We
now clarify the two sources of relativeness of soundness and completeness. First, we
assume as usual that underlying decision procedures are sound and complete. Our
soundness and completeness depend on this assumption. Second, for the soundness,
we assume that the bounds used in the algorithms are sufficient large. In other parts
of this article, we often omit “relative” before soundness and completeness.

In order to prove soundness, we will show that each concrete execution trace
is corresponded with a matching trace of SEL, SELA, and SELB. Conversely, we
will prove completeness by showing that each trace in SEL, SELA, and SELB is
corresponded with a matching concrete execution trace.

The rest of this subsection is organized as follows. Section 4.6.1 presents con-
cretization (γ) functions which relate each more abstract state to a set of less
abstract states in the order of SELB, SELA, SEL, and concrete execution. Sec-
tion 4.6.2 sketches the soundness and completeness proofs based on simulation of
Kripke structures.

4.6.1 Concretization (γ) Functions

(1) γs : States → P(Statec);
(2) γa : Statea → P(States);
(3) γb : Stateb → P(Statea).

The definitions are shown in Appendix C. The γ functions have follow properties:
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Fig. 18. Simulation Relations

(1) For all σs ∈ States, if the path condition of σs is satisfiable, then γs(σs) 6= ∅.
(2) For all σa ∈ Statea, if the path condition of σa is satisfiable, then γa(σa) 6= ∅.
(3) For all σb ∈ Stateb, if the path condition of σb is satisfiable, then γa(σb) 6= ∅.

The proofs are shown in Appendix C.

4.6.2 Soundness and Completeness Proof. Given a method, we model concrete
JVM, SEL, SELA, and SELB computation trees using unlabeled Kripke struc-
tures (defined in Appendix D): C = (ΣC , IC ,−→C), S = (ΣS , IS ,−→S), A =
(ΣA, IA,−→A), and B = (ΣB, IB,−→B). The components of Kripke structure
X where X is C, S, A, and B are defined as follows:

(1) ΣX = Statex ∪ (Exception× Statex) ∪ (Error× Statex), where hereafter
x denotes c, s, a, and b respectively when X is C, S, A, and B. Note that the
γ functions are trivially extended to Kripke states.

(2) The initial states, IX , are the same as those defined in Section 4.4.2.
(3) The transition relations are defined as follows: σx −→X σ′x iff σx ⇒n

X σ′x for
n > 0 such that only the first n − 1 state transitions must be initializations
of symbolic locations or symbolic references, and the path condition of σ′x is
satisfiable.

Lemma 4.1.

(1 ) IC =
⋃

σs∈IS
γs(σs).

(2 ) IS =
⋃

σa∈IA
γa(σa).

(3 ) IA =
⋃

σs∈IB
γb(σb).

Proof. All three parts can be shown by set inclusions on both directions. For
example, for the ⊆ direction of part (1), we show that for all σc ∈ IC there exists
a σs ∈ IS such that σc ∈ γs(σs); for the ⊇ direction of part (1), we show that
for all σs ∈ IS , IC ⊇ γs(σs). For more detailed proof, readers are referred to
Appendix E.

4.6.2.1 Soundness. To prove the soundness, first, we show that there are simu-
lation relations (defined in Appendix D.2) relating Kripke structures C to S, S to
A, and A to B as illustrated in Figure 18.

Lemma 4.2. Given the following relations,

—Rγs ⊆ ΣC × ΣS as (σc, σs) ∈ Rγs if and only if σc ∈ γs(σs);
—Rγa ⊆ ΣS × ΣA as (σs, σa) ∈ Rγa if and only if σs ∈ γa(σa);
—Rγb

⊆ ΣA × ΣB as (σa, σb) ∈ Rγb
if and only if σa ∈ γb(σb),
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(1 ) C �Rγs
S;

(2 ) S �Rγa
A;

(3 ) A�Rγb
B.

Proof. All three parts can be proved by rule induction. More detailed proof of
the simulation relations is presented in thesis [Deng 2007].

Theorem 4.3.

(1 ) Given any trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn
, where n > 0 and

σc1 ∈ IC, there exists a trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn such that
σck

∈ γs(σsk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(2 ) Given any trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn , where n > 0 and
σs1 ∈ IS , there exists a trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan such that
σsk

∈ γa(σak
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(3 ) Given any trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan
, where n > 0 and

σa1 ∈ IA, there exists a trace in B: σb1 −→B σb2 −→B · · · −→B σbn such that
σak

∈ γb(σbk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Proof. For each of the three parts, we show there exists a corresponding trace by
mathematical induction on the length of the traces. The base cases are direct results
of Lemma 4.1. The induction steps are established by applying Lemma 4.2.

Corollary 4.4 Soundness. Given any trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C
σcn , where n > 0 and σc1 ∈ IC, then

(1 ) there exists a trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn such that σck
∈

γs(σsk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(2 ) there exists a trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan
such that σck

∈⋃
σs∈γa(σak

) γs(σs) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(3 ) there exists a trace in B: σb1 −→B σb2 −→B · · · −→B σbn
such that σck

∈⋃
σa∈γb(σbk

)

⋃
σs∈γa(σa) γs(σs) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Proof. Part (1) is the same as Theorem 4.3.(1). Part (2) can be shown by
combining part (1) and Theorem 4.3.(2). Similarly, by combining the results of
part (2) and Theorem 4.3.(3), we can get part (3).

4.6.2.2 Completeness. We will show that every trace in S, A, and B corresponds
to a trace in C.

We first define the unlabeled power Kripke structures (defined in Appendix D.3)
of C, S, A, and B as P(C) = (P(ΣC),P(IC),

•−→C),P(S) = (P(ΣS),P(IS), •−→S
),P(A) = (P(ΣA),P(IA), •−→A), and P(B) = (P(ΣB),P(IB), •−→B). Then we
show there are simulation relations relating S to P(C), A to P(S), and B to P(A).

Lemma 4.5. Given the following relations,

—R•
γs
⊆ ΣS × P(ΣC) as (σs, C) ∈ R•

γs
if and only if C = γs(σs);

—R•
γa
⊆ ΣA × P(ΣS) as (σa, S) ∈ R•

γa
if and only if S = γa(σa);

—R•
γb
⊆ ΣB × P(ΣA) as (σb, A) ∈ R•

γb
if and only if A = γa(σb),
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(1 ) S �R•
γs
P(C);

(2 ) A�R•
γa
P(S);

(3 ) B �R•
γb
P(A).

Proof. We can also use rule induction to show all three parts. More detailed
proof of the simulation relations is presented in thesis [Deng 2007].

Theorem 4.6.

(1 ) Given any trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn
where n > 0 and

σs1 ∈ IS , there exists a trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn such that
σck

∈ γs(σsk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(2 ) Given any trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan where n > 0 and
σa1 ∈ IA, there exists a trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn such that
σsk

∈ γa(σak
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(3 ) Given any trace in B: σb1 −→B σb2 −→B · · · −→B σbn
where n > 0 and

σb1 ∈ IB, there exists a trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan such that
σak

∈ γb(σbk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Proof. We only prove part (1). Parts (2) and (3) can be proved similarly. By
the definition of −→S , the path condition of σsn

must be satisfiable. From the
property of γs function, γs(σsn) 6= ∅. Define a sequence of states in P(C) as

(Ck = γs(σsk
))1≤k≤n.

Clearly Cn 6= ∅. After applying Lemma 4.5.(1), we get C1
•−→C C2

•−→C · · ·
•−→C

Cn. Since Cn 6= ∅, we can pick a σcn
∈ Cn. From the definition of •−→C (shown

in D.3), there exists a σcn−1 ∈ Cn−1 such that σcn−1 −→C σcn . After repeating the
process n−1 times, we get the following trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn

where σck
∈ Ck = γs(σsk

) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Corollary 4.7 Completeness.

(1 ) Given any trace in S: σs1 −→S σs2 −→S · · · −→S σsn where n > 0 and
σs1 ∈ IS , there exists a trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn such that
σck

∈ γs(σsk
) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(2 ) Given any trace in A: σa1 −→A σa2 −→A · · · −→A σan where n > 0 and
σa1 ∈ IA, there exists a trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn such that
σck

∈
⋃

σs∈γa(σak
) γs(σs) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

(3 ) Given any trace in B: σb1 −→B σb2 −→B · · · −→B σbn
where n > 0 and

σb1 ∈ IB, there exists a trace in C: σc1 −→C σc2 −→C · · · −→C σcn such that
σck

∈
⋃

σa∈γb(σbk
)

⋃
σs∈γa(σa) γs(σs) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

Proof. Part (1) is directly from Theorem 4.6.(1). Part (2) can be shown by
composing Theorem 4.6.(2) and part (1). Part (3) can be shown by combining
Theorem 4.6.(3) and part (2).
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section, we will first describe two implementations of symbolic execution
algorithms in Section 5.1; then two experimental studies which are presented in
Section 5.2 and Section 5.3; finally, the bug finding capability of Kiasan in Sec-
tion 5.4.

5.1 Kiasan Implementations

The two implementations of Kiasan are Bogor/Kiasan [Deng et al. 2006] and
Sireum/Kiasan. Kiasan was initially implemented in the Bogor framework [Robby
et al. 2003], thus, the name Bogor/Kiasan. Recently, we have re-implemented
Kiasan in the Sireum framework [Robby 2008]. Sireum/Kiasan has many improve-
ments over Bogor/Kiasan. The two most important ones are more bounding strate-
gies and decision procedure support. First, Sireum/Kiasan has implemented both
the k-bound and the n-bound while Bogor/Kiasan only has implemented the k-
bound. Second, Sireum/Kiasan has more flexible backend plugin architecture so
that different backend decision procedures can be plugged in on the fly. As described
in Section 2, symbolic execution requires some decision procedures to decide the
satisfiability of the path condition. Most high performance decision procedures are
implemented in C/C++. This causes an implementation difficulty in integrating
those decision procedures with Kiasan since both Bogor/Kiasan and Sireum/Ki-
asan are implemented in Java. There are two common methods for a Java program
to interface with a C/C++ program: through inter-process communication (IPC)
using pipes or through Java native interface (JNI). Bogor/Kiasan has only one
backend: CVC3 [Barrett and Tinelli 2007] through IPC while Sireum/Kiasan has
CVC3 and Yices [Dutertre and de Moura 2006] through JNI or IPC.

5.2 Comparison of the Lazy, Lazier, and Lazier# Initialization Algorithms and the
Performance of Bogor/Kiasan and Sireum/Kiasan Using k-bound

In this section, we will first describe the experimental setup including examples
and the testing environment; then the comparison of the three algorithms using
Bogor/Kiasan; finally the comparison of Sireum/Kiasan and Bogor/Kiasan. The
reason that we still use Bogor/Kiasan to compare the lazy, lazier, and lazier#
initialization algorithms is that Sireum/Kiasan has only implemented the lazier#
initialization algorithm. Note that this is not a disadvantage of Sireum/Kiasan
since the lazier# initialization algorithm subsumes the lazy and lazier initialization
algorithms.

We have performed the experimental study on nine examples. All examples are
adapted from a data structure textbook [Weiss 2006] except Container which is
shown in Program 1, GC, and TreeMap. GC is the marking phase of the mark
and sweep garbage collection algorithm. It is adapted from a TVLA [Lev-Ami and
Sagiv 2000] example. TreeMap is a red-black tree implementation from JDK 1.5
library, java.util.TreeMap. The experiments were conducted in a machine with
dual Xeon Quad-core 2.8 GHz and 16 GiB of Memory running OS X 10.5. We used
Java 1.6 64-bit with 512M heap. The experimental results are shown in Table I.
All examples only use k-bound but no loop-bound. We collected two kinds of data:
number of fully explored paths and running time.
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Fig. 19. Ratio of #Paths Explored by the Lazy, Lazier, and Lazier# Initialization Algorithms
over #Paths Explored by the Lazy Initialization Algorithm with k = 3
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Fig. 20. Numbers of Paths Explored by the Lazy, Lazier, and Lazier# Initialization Algorithms

We compare the lazy, lazier, and lazier# initialization algorithms using Bogor/Ki-
asan experimental data. As expected, the lazier# initialization algorithm outper-
forms the lazier initialization algorithm which outperforms the lazy initialization
algorithm on most examples. To be precise, we list some observations:

—For all examples except Sort and GC, the lazier# initialization algorithm is better
than the lazier initialization algorithm and the lazier initialization algorithm is
better than the lazy initialization algorithm in terms of shorter running time and
fewer fully explored paths. For example, Figure 196 shows the ratios of num-
bers of paths explored by the lazy, lazier, and lazier# initialization algorithms
over the numbers of paths explored by the lazy initialization algorithm for ex-
amples AATree and TreeMap. Based on the data, we observe that the lazier#
and lazier initialization algorithms only explore less than 10% and around 20%
respectively of the numbers of paths explored by the lazy initialization algo-
rithm for the TreeMap example. Not only the lazier# initialization algorithm
explores the fewest numbers of paths, it actually explores the optimal num-
bers. For example, the numbers of paths for the tree examples (i.e., AATree,
AvlTree, BinarySearchTree, and TreeMap) are case-optimal as shown by Deng
et al. [2007b].

—The lazier# and lazier initialization algorithms have no improvement over the

6All the data is taken from Table I.
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Fig. 21. Ratio of Running Time of Sireum/Kiasan over Running Time of Bogor/Kiasan

lazy initialization algorithm if either all the fields and array elements are prim-
itives or each object is fully expanded. For example, the lazier# and lazier
initialization algorithms are no better than the lazy initialization algorithm in
the Sort and GC examples because Sort only uses an integer array and in GC, all
the objects are fully expanded.

—The increasing rates of explored path and running time of the lazier# initializa-
tion algorithm over k is the smallest among the three algorithms. For example,
Figure 20 shows the numbers of paths explored by the three algorithms for AA-
Tree.remove and TreeMap.put. Clearly, the slopes (∆Paths/∆k) of lazier# lines
are smaller than those of lazier lines which are smaller than those of lazy lines.

When comparing the performance of Sireum/Kiasan and Bogor/Kiasan, there is
only one common configuration: the lazier# initialization algorithm using CVC3
through IPC. Both Sireum/Kiasan and Bogor/Kiasan explore the same numbers of
paths for all examples. However, Sireum/Kiasan clearly outperforms Bogor/Kiasan
in terms of running time. Figure 21 shows the ratios of running time of Sireum/Ki-
asan over those of Bogor/Kiasan. From the figure, for k = 3, Sireum/Kiasan’s
running times are less than 30% of those of Bogor/Kiasan for TreeMap example.
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Table I: Experimental Data Using k-bound (Yn – Yices through JNI; Cn – CVC3
through JNI; Cp – CVC3 through IPC; Lz – Lazy; Lr – Lazier; L# – Lazier#; s –
seconds; m – minutes)

Example k Sireum/Kiasan Bogor/Kiasan
Class Paths Time Paths Time

Method Yn Cn Cp Lz Lr L# Lz Lr L#

A
A
T
re

e

find
1 4 0.4s 0.4s 0.4s 15 8 4 1.1s 0.7s 0.5s
2 16 0.7s 0.8s 0.9s 197 32 16 11.4s 3.0s 2.1s
3 84 2.0s 3.1s 5.5s 827 168 84 1.8m 25.6s 16.3s

findMax
1 2 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s 5 3 2 0.6s 0.4s 0.3s
2 4 0.2s 0.3s 0.3s 37 7 4 3.1s 1.3s 1.0s
3 10 0.5s 1.1s 2.3s 92 19 10 15.3s 7.9s 7.0s

findMin
1 2 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s 5 3 2 0.6s 0.4s 0.3s
2 4 0.2s 0.3s 0.3s 41 7 4 3.2s 1.3s 1.0s
3 10 0.4s 1.0s 2.1s 96 19 10 15.9s 7.9s 7.0s

insert
1 4 0.3s 0.3s 0.4s 15 10 4 1.4s 1.2s 0.7s
2 16 0.5s 0.6s 0.8s 96 44 16 8.1s 4.7s 2.4s
3 84 1.3s 2.5s 5.3s 763 242 84 2.1m 44.4s 18.3s

remove
1 4 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s 7 5 4 0.6s 0.5s 0.5s
2 16 0.3s 0.5s 0.5s 106 26 16 6.9s 2.5s 2.0s
3 84 1.0s 3.1s 4.1s 3488 380 84 19.5m 50.3s 16.2s

A
vl

T
re

e

find
1 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 6 5 4 0.6s 0.5s 0.4s
2 21 0.2s 0.3s 0.5s 51 29 21 3.6s 2.5s 2.2s
3 190 1.6s 4.0s 7.8s 753 275 190 1.4m 33.1s 26.4s

findMax
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 4 3 2 0.5s 0.4s 0.3s
2 5 0.1s 0.2s 0.2s 19 9 5 2.2s 1.5s 1.1s
3 20 0.3s 1.4s 2.8s 135 39 20 21.4s 11.1s 9.1s

findMin
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 4 3 2 0.5s 0.4s 0.3s
2 5 0.1s 0.2s 0.2s 19 9 5 2.2s 1.4s 1.1s
3 20 0.3s 1.4s 2.7s 135 39 20 21.2s 11.0s 9.1s

insert
1 4 0.2s 0.2s 0.3s 13 10 4 1.3s 1.2s 0.7s
2 21 0.3s 0.4s 0.5s 110 58 21 8.8s 5.7s 2.8s
3 190 1.9s 4.3s 8.4s 1591 550 190 5.1m 1.6m 36.8s

B
in

ar
yS

ea
rc

h
T
re

e

find
1 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 6 5 4 0.5s 0.4s 0.4s
2 21 0.2s 0.2s 0.3s 51 29 21 3.0s 2.1s 1.8s
3 236 1.3s 3.3s 7.3s 899 341 236 1.2m 27.2s 21.3s

findMax
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 4 3 2 0.3s 0.3s 0.2s
2 5 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 19 9 5 1.8s 1.1s 0.8s
3 26 0.2s 0.7s 1.7s 171 51 26 15.5s 7.3s 5.9s

findMin
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 4 3 2 0.3s 0.3s 0.2s
2 5 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 19 9 5 1.8s 1.1s 0.8s
3 26 0.2s 0.7s 1.7s 171 51 26 15.7s 7.1s 5.9s

insert
1 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 13 10 4 1.1s 0.9s 0.5s
2 21 0.2s 0.3s 0.4s 110 58 21 5.8s 4.0s 2.0s
3 236 1.3s 3.6s 7.8s 1903 682 236 2.6m 57.1s 23.8s

remove
1 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 6 5 4 0.4s 0.4s 0.3s
2 21 0.2s 0.3s 0.3s 76 31 21 3.8s 2.1s 1.7s
3 236 1.2s 3.2s 6.4s 2347 393 236 3.1m 29.7s 21.1s

L
ef

ti
st

H
ea

p

deleteMin
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 4 3 2 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s
2 5 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 22 9 5 1.6s 1.0s 0.7s
3 25 0.3s 0.6s 0.9s 190 49 25 17.8s 6.8s 5.0s

findMin
1 2 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 4 3 2 0.3s 0.3s 0.2s
2 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 16 7 4 1.5s 1.0s 0.7s
3 12 0.2s 0.5s 0.7s 78 23 12 8.6s 4.5s 3.9s

insert
1 3 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 6 6 3 0.7s 0.7s 0.4s
2 8 0.1s 0.2s 0.2s 16 16 8 2.0s 2.2s 1.3s
3 31 0.3s 0.7s 1.0s 62 62 31 10.6s 10.2s 6.1s

merge
1 6 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 6 6 6 0.6s 0.6s 0.6s
2 34 0.3s 0.4s 0.6s 34 34 34 4.3s 4.0s 4.3s
3 588 5.7s 12.0s 20.0s 588 588 588 2.8m 2.7m 3.0m

T
re

eM
a
p

get
1 4 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 6 5 4 0.4s 0.4s 0.4s
2 28 0.2s 0.6s 0.6s 71 39 28 3.5s 2.8s 2.2s
3 331 2.2s 18.8s 9.9s 3863 739 331 4.3m 55.7s 35.9s

put
1 4 0.2s 0.2s 0.3s 13 10 4 1.3s 1.7s 0.7s
2 28 0.4s 1.2s 1.0s 153 78 28 14.5s 9.5s 4.2s
3 331 4.2s 56.9s 21.4s 5650 1481 331 24.0m 6.2m 1.3m

remove
1 4 0.1s 0.2s 0.2s 6 5 4 0.6s 0.7s 0.5s

Continued on next page
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Table I – continued from previous page
Example k Sireum/Kiasan Bogor/Kiasan

Class Paths Time Paths Time
Method Yn Cn Cp Lz Lr L# Lz Lr L#

2 28 0.3s 1.2s 1.1s 121 43 28 11.4s 5.2s 3.9s
3 331 3.6s 57.5s 21.4s 4495 905 331 15.1m 3.1m 1.3m

GC mark 1 306 1.3s 1.3s 1.3s 306 306 306 15.1s 17.0s 16.5s

C
o
n
ta

in
er

swap
1 2 0.0s 0.0s 0.0s 20 6 2 1s 0.4s 0.1s
2 2 0.0s 0.0s 0.0s 20 6 2 1s 0.4s 0.1s
3 2 0.0s 0.0s 0.0s 20 6 2 1s 0.4s 0.1s

B
in

ar
yH

ea
p

deleteMin
1 2 0.0s 0.1s 0.1s 2 2 2 0.2s 0.3s 0.2s
2 3 0.0s 0.1s 0.1s 3 3 3 0.3s 0.4s 0.3s
3 5 0.1s 0.1s 0.1s 5 5 5 0.5s 0.6s 0.5s

findMin
1 2 0.0s 0.0s 0.1s 2 2 2 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s
2 3 0.0s 0.1s 0.1s 3 3 3 0.3s 0.4s 0.3s
3 4 0.0s 0.1s 0.1s 4 4 4 0.4s 0.5s 0.4s

insert
1 2 0.0s 0.1s 0.1s 2 2 2 0.3s 0.3s 0.3s
2 5 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 5 5 5 0.5s 0.6s 0.6s
3 8 0.1s 0.2s 0.4s 8 8 8 0.7s 0.9s 0.9s

S
or

t

insertionSort
1 1 0.0s 0.0s 0.0s 1 1 1 0.1s 0.2s 0.1s
2 3 0.0s 0.0s 0.1s 3 3 3 0.2s 0.3s 0.2s
3 9 0.0s 0.1s 0.2s 9 9 9 0.8s 1.0s 0.8s

selectionSort
1 1 0.0s 0.0s 0.0s 1 1 1 0.1s 0.2s 0.1s
2 3 0.0s 0.0s 0.1s 3 3 3 0.3s 0.3s 0.3s
3 10 0.1s 0.1s 0.2s 10 10 10 1.0s 1.0s 1.0s

shellsort
1 1 0.0s 0.0s 0.1s 1 1 1 0.2s 0.2s 0.2s
2 3 0.0s 0.1s 0.2s 3 3 3 0.4s 0.4s 0.4s
3 9 0.1s 0.3s 0.4s 9 9 9 0.9s 1.0s 1.0s

5.3 Benchmark Experiment Using n-bound

To provide benchmarks for other analysis tools, we have also conducted an exper-
imental study using Sireum/Kiasan with n-bounding since most similar analysis
tools bound the number of heap objects. The backend we used is Yices through
JNI since it is the fastest among all backends as shown in Table I.

The examples are taken either from the package java.util of Java library such as
ArrayDeque, ArrayList, LinkedList, PriorityQueue, Stack, TreeMap, TreeSet,
and Vector or from the textbook [Weiss 2006] such as AATree, AvlTree, and
BinarySearchTree. For each example, we have included an isEmpty method which
only generates non-isomorphic structures for each different structure.

The result is shown in Table II. The testing environment is the same as the
one used in Section 5.2. For each example, we have collected the number of fully
explored paths and running time for all the numbers of nodes, n, from 5 to 9.

Comparison to JPF: Lazy initialization was first implemented in JPF [Brat
et al. 2000]. Visser et al. [2004] reported that, when testing java.util.TreeMap,
JPF generated 33 red-black trees in 212 seconds with the number of nodes up to
6. The experiment was done on a 2.2 Ghz dual processor Pentium with 1GiB of
memory running Windows 2000 with Java 1.4.2. As shown in Table II, Sireum/Ki-
asan generates 34 cases and the running time is 3.6 seconds for TreeMap.isEmpty.
JPF generates one fewer case probably due to missing the empty tree case. De-
spite the differences in the testing environments, Sireum/Kiasan clearly runs much
faster. However, this comparison is somewhat unfair to JPF since the data reported
by Visser et al. [2004] was generated by the old JPF’s symbolic execution engine.
The engine has a different tool architecture: it uses a source code instrumentation
approach to incorporate symbolic execution functionality. A new symbolic execu-
tion engine which uses a custom JVM interpretation approach similar to Kiasan is
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Table II. Experimental Data Using n-bound (P – Paths, T – Time)
Example n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8 n = 9

Class Method P T P T P T P T P T

A
A
T
re

e

contains 56 1.9s 95 3.2s 155 4.8s 240 7.1s 392 10.8s
findMax 8 1.0s 11 1.7s 15 2.5s 20 3.3s 28 4.5s
findMin 8 1.0s 11 1.8s 15 2.4s 20 3.4s 28 4.5s
insert 56 2.1s 95 3.4s 155 4.9s 240 7.6s 392 12.0s
isEmpty 8 0.9s 11 1.6s 15 2.3s 20 3.2s 28 4.3s
remove 56 2.1s 95 3.3s 155 4.9s 240 7.2s 392 11.4s

A
rr

ay
D

eq
u
e addFirst 44 1.2s 77 1.6s 119 2.1s 179 2.8s 251 3.7s

addLast 44 1.2s 77 1.5s 119 2.1s 179 2.7s 251 3.6s
isEmpty 56 1.0s 92 1.4s 141 1.8s 205 2.3s 286 3.0s
removeFirst 56 1.2s 92 1.6s 141 2.1s 205 2.9s 286 3.9s
removeLast 56 1.3s 92 1.7s 141 2.3s 205 3.0s 286 4.0s

A
rr

ay
L
is
t add 6 0.3s 7 0.3s 8 0.3s 9 0.4s 10 0.4s

get 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s
isEmpty 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s
remove 6 0.4s 7 0.4s 8 0.4s 9 0.5s 10 0.5s

A
vl

T
re

e

find 123 3.5s 175 4.8s 430 12.4s 974 26.9s 1810 55.4s
findMax 15 1.4s 19 1.6s 36 3.9s 68 6.3s 112 9.7s
findMin 15 1.4s 19 1.6s 36 3.9s 68 6.3s 112 9.7s
insert 123 4.0s 175 5.2s 430 12.9s 974 29.1s 1810 1.0m
isEmpty 15 1.1s 19 1.3s 36 3.4s 68 5.3s 112 8.0s

B
in

ar
yS

ea
rc

h
T
re

e find 637 7.2s 2353 26.5s 8788 1.8m 33098 8.6m 120612 41.8m
findMax 65 1.9s 197 4.1s 626 10.8s 2056 35.6s 6662 2.3m
findMin 65 1.9s 197 4.1s 626 11.0s 2056 38.0s 6662 2.2m
insert 637 7.9s 2353 27.4s 8788 1.9m 33098 8.3m 120612 39.8m
isEmpty 65 1.6s 197 3.3s 626 8.4s 2056 27.2s 6662 1.6m
remove 637 6.9s 2353 25.8s 8788 1.7m 33098 7.9m 120612 41.5m

L
in

ke
d
L
is
t

add 6 0.4s 7 0.4s 8 0.5s 8 0.5s 8 0.5s
contains 97 2.4s 147 5.2s 212 19.2s 212 19.2s 212 19.6s
get 27 0.7s 35 0.8s 44 0.9s 44 1.0s 44 1.0s
getFirst 6 0.3s 7 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s
getLast 6 0.3s 7 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s
isEmpty 6 0.3s 7 0.3s 8 0.3s 8 0.3s 8 0.3s
remove 27 0.7s 35 0.8s 44 1.0s 44 1.0s 44 1.0s
removeFirst 6 0.4s 7 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.5s 8 0.5s
removeLast 6 0.3s 7 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s 8 0.4s

P
ri
or

it
yQ

u
eu

e isEmpty 6 0.3s 7 0.3s 8 0.3s 9 0.3s 10 0.4s
offer 25 0.7s 31 0.8s 38 0.9s 46 1.0s 54 1.1s
peek 6 0.3s 7 0.3s 8 0.3s 9 0.4s 10 0.4s
poll 12 0.5s 19 0.6s 27 0.7s 35 0.9s 44 1.0s

S
ta

ck

isEmpty 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s
peek 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s
pop 2 0.3s 2 0.3s 2 0.3s 2 0.3s 2 0.3s
push 6 0.3s 7 0.3s 8 0.4s 9 0.4s 10 0.4s

T
re

eM
a
p get 152 4.0s 360 9.0s 855 20.0s 1807 43.8s 3517 1.5m

isEmpty 18 1.5s 34 3.6s 67 5.9s 123 10.1s 213 17.1s
lastKey 18 1.7s 34 3.9s 67 6.4s 123 11.0s 213 18.3s
put 152 4.6s 360 9.8s 855 23.4s 1807 47.9s 3517 1.6m
remove 152 4.3s 360 9.9s 855 20.7s 1807 48.0s 3517 1.6m

T
re

eS
et add 152 5.6s 360 11.0s 855 25.0s 1807 54.1s 3517 1.9m

contains 152 5.1s 360 10.1s 855 24.2s 1807 50.2s 3517 1.8m
isEmpty 18 2.6s 34 3.9s 67 6.5s 123 11.1s 213 19.2s
remove 152 5.6s 360 10.4s 855 23.3s 1807 55.1s 3517 1.8m

V
ec

to
r add 11 0.4s 13 0.5s 15 0.5s 17 0.5s 19 0.6s

get 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s 2 0.2s
isEmpty 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s 2 0.1s

being implemented. Since the new execution is not yet completed, we are unable
to do a systematic experimental comparison using the set of examples in Table II.
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Program 3 Heapsort excerpt

1 vo id heap so r t ( AnyType [ ] a ) {
2 f o r ( i n t i = a . l e n g t h / 2 ; i >= 0 ; i−− ) /∗ bu i ldHeap ∗/
3 percDown ( a , i , a . l e n g t h ) ;
4 f o r ( i n t i = a . l e n g t h − 1 ; i > 0 ; i−− ) {
5 swapRe fe r ence s ( a , 0 , i ) ; /∗ de leteMax ∗/
6 percDown ( a , 0 , i ) ;
7 }
8 }
9 vo id percDown ( AnyType [ ] a , i n t i , i n t n ) {
10 i n t c h i l d ;
11 AnyType tmp ;
12
13 f o r ( tmp = a [ i ] ; l e f t C h i l d ( i ) < n ; i = c h i l d )

. . .

5.4 Bug Finding Aspect of Kiasan

Kiasan is designed to be a bug-finding tool on strong properties. Note that Kiasan
does not find any error in all the examples presented in Tables I and II since
all the inconsistencies are corrected before we ran the experiments. Instead, we
have evaluated the bug-finding ability of Kiasan on some other examples. For
example, Kiasan was able to find the same bugs in the Bag example presented in
the ESC/Java tutorial as ESC/Java does. Kiasan also found a seeded error on
the red-black tree example as described by Vaziri-Farahani [2004], with k-bound
equal to 2. Not only did Kiasan find known bugs, but it found an interesting bug
which was previously unknown in a widely adopted data structure textbook [Weiss
2006]. The bug lies in line 2 of the heapsort code shown in Program 3. Kiasan
discovered that if heapsort is called with an array argument of length 0, then
it will throw an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException at line 13 for accessing a[0].
In line 2, a.length/2 should be changed to a.length/2-1. The bug has been
acknowledged and fixed by the textbook author.

6. RELATED WORK

[Symbolic Execution]

JPF. Kiasan and JPF have clearly influenced each other. We have explained in
Section 3.1 that Kiasan’s lazier and lazier# initialization algorithms are improve-
ments over the lazy initialization algorithm of JPF [Khurshid et al. 2003]. On the
other hand, some recent major changes on JPF are affected by Kiasan. Initially
JPF took a source code instrumentation approach where program statements were
replaced with instrumental statements that effectively perform symbolic execution;
whereas Kiasan uses a customized bytecode instruction interpretation approach
where each bytecode instruction is interpreted symbolically. As shown by Pasare-
anu et al. [2008], JPF symbolic execution engine was re-implemented by taking
this customized bytecode instruction interpretation approach since this approach
removes the need for cumbersome code instrumentation and type-dependence anal-
ysis, and thus improves efficiency.

Despite their similarities, the lazier# initialization algorithm described in 3.3,
and k-bounding described in Section 3.4 are unique features of Kiasan. We have
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also pointed out in Section 3.1 that we addressed the unsoundness problem of JPF.7

CUTE. There is an interesting line of work initiated by Godefroid et al. [2005]
that uses symbolic and concrete executions simultaneously focusing on non-heap-
intensive C programs. CUTE [Sen and Agha 2005] is a branch coverage driven
approach for unit testing built on this work of Godefroid et al. More specifically,
CUTE uses concrete execution for testing and symbolic execution for guiding con-
crete execution to cover branches. There are some differences between Kiasan and
CUTE. Kiasan maintains a precise visible part of the heap while CUTE uses con-
straints to maintain the relations between heap nodes. Kiasan has a theoretical
proof of its path coverage modulo k/n-bound while CUTE may miss paths due to
incomplete consideration of aliasing. We believe the approaches are complemen-
tary; that is, Kiasan’s systematic exploration of all heap configurations under a
bound is suitable for heap intensive programs, and CUTE’s approach can be used
to handle complex arithmetic constraints and native library calls (although this
causes unsoundness).

Pex. Pex [Tillmann and de Halleux 2008] from Microsoft generates test cases
from parameterized unit tests (PUTs) for .NET assemblies. PUTs are just wrap-
pers of the methods to be tested and their specifications. Pex starts out as Unit
Meister [Tillmann and Schulte 2005], a pure symbolic execution engine with loop
bounding. Recently, Pex incorporates CUTE’s approach of mixing concrete execu-
tion and symbolic execution to achieve high degrees of branch coverage. The key
difference between Pex and Kiasan is the representation of the heap. Pex uses an
algebraic representation of the heap in its symbolic state. Thus, Pex depends on the
ability of the underlying decision procedure to decide the feasibility of path condi-
tions and generate concrete heap models that satisfy the path conditions. Kiasan,
on the other hand, maintains a graphical representation of the heap.

Symstra. Symstra [Xie et al. 2005] is another symbolic execution tool to generate
minimal sequences of public method calls to test a class. Symstra uses symbolic
primitive values, concrete heap structures, and state subsumption to generate non-
isomorphic end states. While in Kiasan, primitive data and heap structures are
all symbolic. Furthermore, Kiasan does not have state subsumption because it is
difficult to compare heaps with symbolic nodes. Another difference is how the pre-
states are generated: Kiasan symbolically executes preconditions and invariants to
get pre-states; while Symstra uses sequences of public method calls. Thus, Symstra
generates a subset of possible valid pre-states. Kiasan generates all possible valid
pre-states with respect to the preconditions and invariants modulo the bounding
strategies.

Smallfoot and jStar. There have been recent works to provide automated tools
based on separation logic such as Berdine et al. [2005]’s Smallfoot and Distefano
and Parkinson [2008]’s jStar. Similarly to Kiasan, Smallfoot and jStar’s analysis
is based on symbolic execution. They, however, maintain the heap states with
logical expressions unlike Kiasan. Therefore, the same comparative assessment we

7We could not find a document to claim the remedy of its unsoundness problem in the recent
JPF.
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gave at the end of Section 2.2 can be applied to these tools. Furthermore, due
to the additional operator, i.e., separation conjunction, they uses special decision
procedures that can handle separation logic expressions. It should be possible to
handle separation logic graphically in the Kiasan framework, and we view it as
interesting future work.

[Model Checking]

The closest model checking [Clarke et al. 2000] approach to Kiasan is explicit state
model checking using depth-first exploration strategy: both of them perform a
forward path-sensitive analysis and can check temporal properties. Explicit state
model checking can be classified into two categories: stateless and stateful, depend-
ing on whether it stores states and symbolic execution can be seen as a stateless
explicit state model checking. As a matter of fact, the initial version of Kiasan,
Bogor/Kiasan, was built on top of our homegrown software model checker, Bo-
gor [Robby et al. 2003]. Despite the similarity, there are three major differences
between explicit state model checking (which we abbreviate as model checking be-
low) and Kiasan symbolic execution algorithms:

—Model checking can only work on closed systems, that is, it needs some driver
or environment to analyze a module. Symbolic execution is designed for systems
with unknown data: it uses symbols for unknowns.

—Symbolic execution is more abstract than simple model checking since it manip-
ulates symbols instead of concrete values. Furthermore, each path in symbolic
execution corresponds to many concrete paths in model checking.

—Model checking is good at handling concurrent programs but symbolic execution
is usually limited to sequential programs due to the difficulty of matching states.

[Abstract Interpretation]

Abstract interpretation [Cousot and Cousot 1977] is a foundational framework for
deriving and proving correctness of static analysis. While many analysis including
model checking8 can be viewed as abstract interpretation, we only discuss SLAM
which uses scalar data abstraction and TVLA which abstracts heap data.

SLAM. SLAM [Ball and Rajamani 2001] uses scalar data abstraction which ab-
stracts all the scalar data into boolean predicates. SLAM can verify temporal
safety properties and simple assertions in sequential C programs. In fact, it has
been successfully applied to Windows device drivers. In essence, it computes an
over-approximate behavior of the program and uses iterative refinement to discover
more predicates. Although the whole process is automatic, termination is not guar-
anteed. In contrast, Kiasan computes an under-approximation of program behavior
and termination is guaranteed by bounding. Another difference is that Kiasan can
handle complex heap properties while SLAM is designed for scalar data.

TVLA. TVLA [Lev-Ami and Sagiv 2000] is a shape analyzer which can verify
programs that manipulate the heap. It is a flow sensitive but not path-sensitive
analysis. In contrast, Kiasan is a path-sensitive (and flow sensitive) analysis. TVLA

8In fact, the soundness and completeness proofs of Kiasan are based on abstract interpretation.
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uses a technique called heap abstraction which abstracts a potentially infinite heap
graph into a finite one where sets of nodes that are indistinguishable by the prop-
erties are grouped into summary nodes. The lazy, lazier, and lazier# initialization
algorithms used in Kiasan can also be viewed as heap abstraction techniques where
the symbolic objects, locations, and references are the summary nodes. Similar to
lazy initialization, TVLA materializes (focuses) a summary node when performing
operations on it. To terminate the analysis, TVLA includes a blur [Lev-Ami and
Sagiv 2000] operation which merges heap shapes after the focus operation whereas
the lazy, lazier, and lazier# initialization algorithms never merge states. Thus,
the lazy, lazier, and lazier# initialization is more precise but at the cost of non-
termination.

The main advantage of TVLA is that it can verify heap manipulating pro-
grams because it computes an over-approximation of the state. However, the over-
approximation may introduce false alarms. The main disadvantage of TVLA is
that, in general, user is required to provide instrumentation predicates to facilitate
the verification. However, there is some progress [Ramalingam et al. 2002; Loginov
et al. 2005] towards automatic instrumentation predicate discovery. On the con-
trary, Kiasan is unsound (under-approximation) due to the k/n-bound but is fully
automatic. User can gain more confidence incrementally by using larger k/n which
will have higher computation cost.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents an approach suitable for reasoning about strong properties of
programs manipulating dynamic heap objects. At its core, the approach employs
three vertically integrated symbolic execution algorithms called lazy, lazier, and
lazier# initializations. The formal presentation of the algorithms is accompanied
with proofs of their relative soundness and completeness. These integrated algo-
rithms have been shown to be case-optimal for several complex data structures. In
addition, the algorithms have been realized in the Kiasan framework, and our exper-
iment data demonstrated the effectiveness of the approach and its implementation
on realistic systems.

We believe the approach fits well with existing quality assurance techniques such
as testing; that is, similar to testing, the approach can naturally output coverage
information such as branch and instruction coverage. Moreover, the ability to
generate test models can be used to illustrate program effects (i.e., input/output
states of program units) helpful for program understanding and inspection. To
this end, the new implementation of Kiasan generates both test models (state and
object visual graphs) and coverage information as HTML reports [Robby 2008].
Furthermore, the automatic, but bounded analysis that the approach was designed
for, can complement manual Full Static Program Verification (FSPV) [van den Berg
and Jacobs 2001; Barthe et al. 2007; Chalin et al. 2008] using theorem proving. That
is, the approach can be used to find errors within small bounds; when desirable,
further efforts using FSPV can be done to fully prove the system properties.

The presented algorithms so far require complete system implementation and
work intra-procedurally. We are currently investigating modular reasoning of pro-
grams manipulating dynamic heap objects using symbolic execution, where con-
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tracts can be used to substitute program components [Deng et al. 2006]. This
would allow the approach to scale to larger systems, as the systems can be divided
to smaller units more amenable for analysis.

Another direction that we are actively investigating is to customize decision pro-
cedures for symbolic executions. A symbolic execution is as powerful as the un-
derlying decision procedures that support it. Early work by some of the authors
and others demonstrates that customized decision procedures can achieve up to an
order of magnitude speed up [Belt et al. 2009]. In addition, in some cases, it would
be beneficial to introduce abstractions to handle commonly used data structures
and their properties. For example, when analyzing Java programs using strings, it
would be more efficient to use string models/abstractions/theories (e.g., [Hopcroft
and Ullman 1979]) than to use the actual java.lang.String class implementa-
tion in the standard Java library. In short, we believe that both contracts and
customized abstract models would be the key to further scale symbolic execution.

Furthermore, we are also interested in investigating case-optimality of bounded
verification. In previous work [Deng et al. 2007b], we have shown that our approach
using k-bound produces optimal numbers of input/output cases for several complex
data structures. We would like to expand the meta mathematical case-optimality
analysis on commonly used bounds in bounded verification literature work and
on more data structures. Such analysis technique can then serve as a metric for
evaluating effectiveness of bounded verification algorithms.
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Program 4 The bytecode of the swap method

pub l i c vo id swap ( Con ta i n e r ) ;
Code :

0 : a l o ad 0
1 : g e t f i e l d #2; // F i e l d data : L j ava / l ang / Object ;
4 : a s t o r e 2
5 : a l o ad 0
6 : a l o ad 1
7 : g e t f i e l d #2; // F i e l d data : L j ava / l ang / Object ;
10 : p u t f i e l d #2; // F i e l d data : L j ava / l ang / Object ;
13 : a l o ad 1
14 : a l o ad 2
15 : p u t f i e l d #2; // F i e l d data : L j ava / l ang / Object ;
18 : r e t u r n

APPENDIX

A. FORMALIZATION OF THE SWAP EXAMPLE

A.1 Bytecode Execution of swap in JVM

We briefly walk through the execution of the bytecode instructions of the swap
method. The two most important components of the state of JVM are the operand
stack and the local variable array. Before a method execution starts, the operand
stack is empty. The local variable array is initialized with two values corresponding
to the method’s two parameters (including the implicit parameter this): the value
of this is stored at array index 0, n at index 1. Note local index 2 is reserved
for local variable e. The Java statement e = data is translated into instructions
0, 1, and 4 of Program 4. Instruction 0 (aload 0) loads the value of this onto
the operand stack; instruction 1 (getfield #2) reads the value of this.data and
pushes it onto the operand stack; instruction 4 (astore 2) stores the value of
this.data to the local variable at index 2 which corresponds to variable e.

Instructions 5, 6, 7, and 10 correspond to the Java statement data = n.data.
Instruction 5 (aload 0) is the same as instruction 0; instruction 6 (aload 1) loads
the value of n onto the operand stack; instruction 7 (getfield #2) loads the value
of n.data onto the operand stack; instruction 10 (putfield #2) writes the value
on the top of the stack (i.e., n.data) to this.data.

Finally, statement n.data = e is translated into instructions 13, 14, and 15.
Instruction 13 (aload 1) loads the value of n onto the operand stack; instruction
14 (aload 2) loads the value of e, which is equal to the value of this.data at this
time, onto the operand stack; instruction 15 (putfield #2) writes the top value
from the stack (i.e., the value of e) into n.data. Now, the swap of this.data and
n.data is done.

A.2 Formalization of States

To illustrate the formalization of states in SEL, SELA, and SELB, we use the swap
method shown in Program 1 as an example. Recall that the bytecode of the swap
method is shown in Program 4. We pick one state from each semantics: state 33
in Figure 3, state 22 in Figure 4, and state 11 in Figure 5 for SEL, SELA, and
SELB respectively. All the three states are the states after executing the statement
e = data which corresponds to bytecode instructions 0, 1, and 4. Since the program
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counter of each state will point to the next instruction to be executed, the program
counters of all states should be 5.

State 33 in the lazy symbolic execution tree of the swap example can be formalized
as follows:

—globals, since the swap method does not refer to any static field, then we let the
global component to be empty: ∅.

—program counter, pc = 5.
—locals, there are two parameters, this and n, and one local variable, e. So locals

= {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1} where ξ0 and ξ1 are heap locations of α0 and α1.
Recall that we view a function as a set of pairs.

—stack, the stack is empty, nil.
—heap, there are two objects in the heap: α0 = {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 and α1 = {}τ1 . So

the heap = {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {}τ1}, where ξ0 and ξ1 are two arbitrary
locations satisfying ξ0 6= ξ1.

—path condition, there are two type constraints in the path condition: φ = {τ0 <:
Container, τ1 <: Container}.

Therefore, the formalization of state 33 is:

(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {}τ1}, φ),

where φ = {τ0 <: Container, τ1 <: Container}.
Similarly, the formalization of state 22 in the lazier symbolic execution tree of

the swap example shown in Figure 4 is:

(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̂0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ}, {τ <: Container}),

where α̂1 has the type of Container and β̂0 has the type of Object.
The formalization of state 11 in the lazier# symbolic execution tree of the swap

example shown in Figure 5 is:

(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̄0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ}, {τ <: Container}),

where α̂1 has the type of Container and β̄0 has the type of Object.

A.3 Formalization of Initial States

We will use the swap method shown in Program 1 as an example to show the
formalizations of initial states in SEL, SELA, and SELB.

In SEL, there are three non-isomorphic initial states:

(1) State 1 in Figure 3, (∅, 0, {0 7→ ξ, 1 7→ Null}, nil, {ξ 7→ ∅τ}, {τ <: Container}).
(2) State 2 in Figure 3, (∅, 0, {0 7→ ξ, 1 7→ ξ}, nil, {ξ 7→ ∅τ}, {τ <: Container}).
(3) State 3 in Figure 3, (∅, 0, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ ∅τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ), where

φ = {τ0 <: Container, τ1 <: Container}.

In SELA, there are two non-isomorphic initial states:

(1) State 1 in Figure 4, (∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ Null}, nil, ∅, ∅), where the type of
α̂0 is Container. Note that there are three empty sets that appear in the
state: globals, the heap, and the path condition. Each empty set has different
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(∅, 0, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ ∅τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

AL⇒S(∅, 1, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ ∅τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

G4⇒S(∅, 4, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

AS⇒S(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

AL⇒S(∅, 6, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

AL⇒S(∅, 7, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, ξ1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

G6⇒S(∅, 10, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, ξ2 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ0 ,

ξ1 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ1 , ξ2 7→ ∅τ2}, φ ∪ {τ2 <: Object})
P1⇒S(∅, 13, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ1 ,

ξ2 7→ ∅τ2}, φ ∪ {τ2 <: Object})
AL⇒S(∅, 14, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ1 ,

ξ2 7→ ∅τ2}, φ ∪ {τ2 <: Object})
AL⇒S(∅, 15, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, ξ1 ::ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ0 ,

ξ1 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ1 , ξ2 7→ ∅τ2}, φ ∪ {τ2 <: Object})
P1⇒S(∅, 18, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ ξ1}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ ξ2}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ ξ1}τ1 ,

ξ2 7→ ∅τ2}, φ ∪ {τ2 <: Object}),

where φ = {τ0 <: Container, τ1 <: Container}; AL stands for the ALOAD-S rule; G4
stands for the GETFIELD4-S rule; AS stands for the ASTORE-S rule; G6 stands for the
GETFIELD6-S rule; P1 stands for the PUTFIELD1-S rule.

Fig. 22. Formalization of the Trace 3-33-334-3341 in Figure 3

meaning. The global component is an empty function, that is, the domain set
is empty. The heap is a partial function that has nothing defined yet. The path
condition has no formula yet which means True.

(2) State 2 in Figure 4, (∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, nil, ∅, ∅), where α̂0 and α̂1 have
the same type, Container.

In SELB, there is only one non-isomorphic initial state, (∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→
ᾱ1}, nil, ∅, ∅). After applying the NV optimization, we get the State 1 in Figure 5,
(∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, nil, ∅, ∅).

A.4 Formalization of a Lazy Trace

Figure 22 shows the formalization of the highlighted trace (i.e., trace 3-33-334-3341)
in Figure 3. Recall that the bytecode of the swap example is listed in Program 4.

A.5 Formalization of a Lazier Trace

Figure 23 shows the formalization of the highlighted trace (i.e., trace 2-22-223-2231)
in Figure 4.

A.6 Formalization of a Lazier# Trace

Figure 24 shows the formalization of the highlighted trace (i.e., trace 1-11-112-1121)
in Figure 5.
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(∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, nil, ∅, ∅)
AL⇒A(∅, 1, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, α̂0 ::nil, ∅, ∅)

G2A⇒ A(∅, 1, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ ∅τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
G3A⇒ A(∅, 4, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, β̂0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})

AS⇒A(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
AL⇒A(∅, 6, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̂0}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
AL⇒A(∅, 7, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̂0}, α̂1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})

G2A⇒ A(∅, 7, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, ξ1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

G3A⇒ A(∅, 10, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, β̂1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ1}, φ)

P1⇒A(∅, 13, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ1}, φ)

AL⇒A(∅, 14, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ1}, φ)

AL⇒A(∅, 15, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, β̂0 ::ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ1}, φ)

P1⇒A(∅, 18, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̂0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̂1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̂0}τ1}, φ),

where φ = {τ0 <: Container, τ1 <: Container}; AL stands for the ALOAD-S rule; G2A
stands for the GETFIELD2-A rule; AS stands for the ASTORE-S rule; G3A stands for
the GETFIELD3-A rule; P1 stands for the PUTFIELD1-S rule.

Fig. 23. Formalization of the Trace 2-22-223-2231 in Figure 4

B. CONCRETE SEMANTIC RULES

The concrete JVM bytecode operational semantic rules are divided into five cate-
gories: load and store instruction rules, arithmetic instruction rules, object creation
and manipulation instruction rules, control transfer instruction rules, and assume
and assert instruction rules. We use the binding σ = (g, pc, l, ω, h,True) for all
the rules.

Load and store instruction rules (shown in Figure 25): Instruction aload n
reads the local variable at local index n and puts it onto the stack as illustrated
by rule ALOAD-C and astore n stores the top stack value to the local variable at
index n as shown in ASTORE-C.

Arithmetic instruction rules (shown in Figure 26): Instruction iadd adds
two integers from the top of the stack and puts the result back onto the stack. The
semantics of iadd is represented by rule IADD-C. Similarly, the semantics of isub
is shown in rule ISUB-C.

Object creation and manipulation instruction rules: We have listed rules
for instructions new τ , getfield f , putfield f , anewarray τ , iastore, iaload,
instanceof τ , and checkcast τ in Figures 27 and 28. We will discuss rules for
each instruction as follows:

—Instruction new τ creates a fresh object of type τ and puts it into the heap.
Formal semantics of the instruction is described in rule NEW-C. The fresh object
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(∅, 0, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, nil, ∅, ∅)
AL⇒B(∅, 1, {0 7→ α̂0, 1 7→ α̂1}, α̂0 ::nil, ∅, ∅)

G2A⇒ B(∅, 1, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ ∅τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
G3B⇒ B(∅, 4, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1}, β̄0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})

AS⇒B(∅, 5, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
AL⇒B(∅, 6, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̄0}, ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})
AL⇒B(∅, 7, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ α̂1, 2 7→ β̄0}, α̂1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0}, {τ0 <: Container})

G2A⇒ B(∅, 7, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, ξ1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0 , ξ1 7→ ∅τ1}, φ)

G3B⇒ B(∅, 10, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, β̄1 ::ξ0 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ1}, φ)

P1⇒B(∅, 13, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ1}, φ)

AL⇒B(∅, 14, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ1}, φ)

AL⇒B(∅, 15, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, β̄0 ::ξ1 ::nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ1}, φ)

P1⇒B(∅, 18, {0 7→ ξ0, 1 7→ ξ1, 2 7→ β̄0}, nil, {ξ0 7→ {data 7→ β̄1}τ0 , ξ1 7→ {data 7→ β̄0}τ1}, φ),

where φ = {τ0 <: Container, τ1 <: Container}; AL stands for the ALOAD-S rule; G2A stands
for the GETFIELD2-A rule; G3B stands for the GETFIELD3-B rule; AS stands for the
ASTORE-S rule; P1 stands for the PUTFIELD1-S rule.

Fig. 24. Formalization of the Trace 1-11-112-1121 in Figure 5

ALOAD-C
code(pc) = aload n

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, l(n) ::ω, h,True)

ASTORE-C
code(pc) = astore n ω = v ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l[n 7→ v], ω′, h,True)

Fig. 25. Load and Store Instruction Rules in Concrete JVM

IADD-C
code(pc) = iadd ω = c1 ::c2 ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, (c1 + c2) ::ω′, h,True)

ISUB-C
code(pc) = isub ω = c1 ::c2 ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, (c2 − c1) ::ω′, h,True)

Fig. 26. Rules for Arithmetic Instructions in Concrete JVM

is created by the new-obj function (defined in List 6) which initializes each of the
field of type τ to its initial value.

—Instruction getfield f reads the f field of an object which is indexed by the
location on the top of the stack. It has two semantic rules: GETFIELD1-C

and GETFIELD2-C. Rule GETFIELD1-C handles the normal case while rule
GETFIELD2-C covers the Null dereference case.
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NEW-C
code(pc) = new τ

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ξ ::ω, h[ξ 7→ new-obj(symbols(σ), τ)],True)
where ξ 6∈ dom h

GETFIELD1-C
code(pc) = getfield f ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, h(ξ)(f) ::ω′, h,True)

GETFIELD2-C
code(pc) = getfield f ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

PUTFIELD1-C
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v ::ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[f 7→ v]],True)

PUTFIELD2-C
code(pc) = putfield f ω = v ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

INSTANCEOF1-C
code(pc) = instanceof τ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, 0::ω′, h,True)

INSTANCEOF2-C
code(pc) = instanceof τ ω = ξ ::ω′ ατ1 = h(ξ) τ1 <: τ

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, 1::ω′, h,True)

INSTANCEOF3-C
code(pc) = instanceof τ ω = ξ ::ω′ ατ1 = h(ξ) τ1 6<: τ

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, 0::ω′, h,True)

CHECKCAST1-C
code(pc) = checkcast τ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω, h,True)

CHECKCAST2-C
code(pc) = checkcast τ ω = ξ ::ω′ ατ1 = h(ξ) τ1 <: τ

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω, h,True)

CHECKCAST3-C

code(pc) = checkcast τ ω = ξ ::ω′ ατ1 = h(ξ) τ1 6<: τ

σ ⇒C ClassCastException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

Fig. 27. Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instructions in Concrete JVM

—Instruction putfield f writes a value to field f of an object. The value and
location of the object are on the top of the stack. There are two rules for putfield
f : PUTFIELD1-C and PUTFIELD2-C. PUTFIELD1-C handles the normal case
and PUTFIELD2-C is for the case that the object is Null.

—Instruction instanceof τ tests whether the type of an object is a subtype of
τ . According to the JVM specification [Lindholm and Yellin 1999], if the ob-
ject is Null, the test returns False; if the object is non-Null and the type
of the object is a subtype of τ , it returns True; otherwise, it returns False.
Rule INSTANCEOF1-C represents the Null case, and INSTANCEOF2-C and
INSTANCEOF3-C handle the non-Null case. Note that in JVM, 0 is used for
False and 1 for True.

—Instruction checkcast τ is very similar to instruction instanceof. Both of them
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ANEWARRAY1-C
code(pc) = anewarray τ ω = c ::ω′ c ≥ 0

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ξ ::ω′, h[ξ 7→ new-carr(symbols(σ), τ, c)],True)
where ξ 6∈ dom h

ANEWARRAY2-C
code(pc) = anewarray τ ω = c ::ω′ c < 0

σ ⇒C NegativeArraySizeException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

IASTORE1-C
code(pc) = iastore ω = c2 ::c1 ::ξ ::ω′ c1 < 0 ∨ c1 ≥ h(ξ)(len)

σ ⇒C ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

IASTORE2-C
code(pc) = iastore ω = c2 ::c1 ::ξ ::ω′ 0 ≤ c1 < h(ξ)(len)

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h[ξ 7→ h(ξ)[c1 7→ c2]],True)

IASTORE3-C
code(pc) = iastore ω = c2 ::c1 ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h, ,True)

IALOAD1-C
code(pc) = iaload ω = c ::ξ ::ω′ c < 0 ∨ c ≥ h(ξ)(len)

σ ⇒C ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

IALOAD2-C
code(pc) = iaload ω = c ::ξ ::ω′ 0 ≤ c < h(ξ)(len)

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, h(ξ)(c) ::ω′, h,True)

IALOAD3-C
code(pc) = iaload ω = c ::Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C NullPointerException, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

Fig. 28. Rules for Object Creation and Manipulation Instruction (2) in Concrete JVM

test whether the type of an object is a subtype of another type. However, there
are two differences: first is that if the operand is Null, the test passes; second is
that the instruction does not return any value—if the test passes, it does nothing;
otherwise it throws a ClassCastException exception. Rule CHECKCAST1-C

represents the Null case; CHECKCAST2-C and CHECKCAST3-C handle the
non-Null case.

—Instruction anewarray τ creates a new array with the length on the top of the
operand stack. The new array has all the indexes initialized with the default value
of the element type by the new-carr function shown in List 6. ANEWARRAY1-C

denotes the case of a non-negative length and ANEWARRAY2-C describes the
case of a negative length.

—Instruction iastore writes an integer value into an integer array. There are
three rules for the instruction: IASTORE1-C, IASTORE2-C, and IASTORE3-C.
Rule IASTORE1-C is for the array index out of bound case. Rule IASTORE2-C

handles the normal case that the index is in bound. IASTORE3-C presents the
case that the array is Null which results in a NullPointerException.

—Instruction iaload reads the value from an index of an array. The semantic rules
are symmetrical to the rules for instruction iastore.

Control transfer instruction rules (shown in Figure 29): Instruction if icmplt
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IF ICMPLT1-C
code(pc) = if icmplt pc′ ω = c2 ::c1 ::ω′ c1 < c2

σ ⇒C (g, pc′, l, ω′, h,True)

IF ICMPLT2-C
code(pc) = if icmplt pc′ ω = c2 ::c1 ::ω′ c2 ≤ c1

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

IF ACMPEQ1-C
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v1 ::v2 ::ω′ v1 6= v2

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

IF ACMPEQ2-C
code(pc) = if acmpeq pc′ ω = v1 ::v2 ::ω′ v1 = v2

σ ⇒C (g, pc′, l, ω′, h,True)

IFNULL1-C
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

IFNULL2-C
code(pc) = ifnull pc′ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g, pc′, l, ω′, h,True)

IFNONNULL1-C
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = ξ ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g, pc′, l, ω′, h,True)

IFNONNULL2-C
code(pc) = ifnonnull pc′ ω = Null ::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

Fig. 29. Rules for Control Transfer Instructions in Concrete JVM

checks if the second topmost operand of integer type is less than the topmost
operand. If it is the case then the execution jumps to the operand of the instruc-
tion (rule IF ICMPLT1-C); otherwise, the execution will simply move to the next
instruction (rule IF ICMPLT2-C).

Similar to if icmpt, instruction if acmpeq checks the equality between two ob-
ject references (which may be Null) on the top of the stack and the execution will
branch if the equality holds.

Instruction ifnull does a Null-ness test of the top of the operand and the exe-
cution jumps if it is Null. IFNULL1-C is for the non-Null case and IFNULL2-C

is for the Null case.
Instruction ifnonnull does the opposite of ifnull.

Rules for the assume and assert instructions (shown in Figure 30): The
semantics for assume and assert are standard: if the top of the stack is true,
assume and assert do nothing; otherwise, assume terminates the execution silently
by making path condition False, while assert signals an error and terminates the
execution.
Discussion: We do not use the wraparound semantics for integral types because

it complicates the presentation of operational semantics. In addition, we do not
check bugs introduced by integer wrapping around in symbolic executions. How-
ever, wraparound can be supported by using appropriate decision procedures that
model integers using bit-vectors.
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ASSUME1-C
code(pc) = assume ω = 0::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,False)

ASSUME2-C
code(pc) = assume ω = 1::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

ASSERT1-C
code(pc) = assert ω = 0::ω′

σ ⇒C Error, (g, pc, l, ω, h,True)

ASSERT2-C
code(pc) = assert ω = 1::ω′

σ ⇒C (g,next(pc), l, ω′, h,True)

Fig. 30. Rules for assume and assert Instructions in Concrete JVM

List 7 Environments
—SEnv = {ES | ES : PSymbol → Const } is the set of all primitive symbol en-

vironments.
—TEnv = {ET | ET : SymType → (AType ]RType) } is the set of all type

environments.
—Sym(Loc) is the permutation group of Loc, that is, the set of bijective functions

from Loc to Loc. Note that Sym means symmetric group here not to be confused
with symbolic locations.

—LEnv = {EL | EL : SymLoc → Loc } is the set of all symbolic location envi-
ronments.

—REnv = {ER | ER : SymRef → (SymLoc ∪ {Null}) } is the set of all sym-
bolic reference environments.

C. CONCRETIZATION (γ) FUNCTIONS

List 7 shows a list of environments that are used in the definition of the γ functions.
Note that from this now on, we use subscripts c, s, a, and b to denote concrete,
SEL, SELA, and SELB state components and domains respectively.

C.1 Function γs

We introduce the following semantic functions:

Vs :Values → ((SEnv × Sym(Loc)) → Valuec);
Os :NPSymbol → ((TEnv × SEnv × Sym(Loc)) → P(NPSymbol));
Hs :Heaps → ((TEnv × SEnv × Sym(Loc)) → P(Heapc));
ST s :States → ((TEnv × SEnv × Sym(Loc)) → P(Statec)).

The definitions are listed as follows:

—the Vs function:

VsJvK(ES , ρ) = ρ∗(ES∗(v)).

—the Os function: OsJατ K(ET , ES , ρ) consists of all α′τ ′ such that
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(1) τ ′ = ET ∗(τ).
(2) if τ ′ ∈ RType, then

∀f ∈ Field.α(f)↓ ∧f 6= conc ⇒ α′(f) = VsJα(f)K(ES , ρ).

(3) if τ ′ ∈ AType, then
(a) the length field of α′ is consistent with the length of α. Formally,

α′(len) = VsJα(len)K(ES , ρ).

(b) all the initialized indexes of α should appear in α′. Formally,

∀i ∈ acc-idx(α).α′(VsJiK(ES , ρ)) = VsJα(i)K(ES , ρ).

(c) If α is a concrete array, then all the uninitialized indexes should be set
to the default value. Formally, if α(conc) is defined, then for all m
satisfying 0 ≤ m < α′(len),

m 6∈ { VsJiK(ES , ρ) | i ∈ acc-idx(α) } ⇒ α′(m) = α(def).

—the Hs function: HsJhsK(ET , ES , ρ) consists of all hc such that
(1) each entry in hs has to appear in hc, formally,

∀(ξ, α) ∈ hs.∃β ∈ OsJαK(ET , ES , ρ).(ρ(ξ), β) ∈ hc.

(2) hc is type correct, that is, for each non-primitive symbol in hc, all its fields
are mapped to values of compatible types. More specifically, each primitive
field is mapped to a constant of its type; each reference type field is mapped
to either Null or a location in hc which maps to a non-primitive symbol of
a compatible type.

(3) for each entry (ξ, αc) in hc, αc is well-formed, formally,
(a) if (ξ, αc) is mapped from (ξ′, αs) in hs (ξ = ρ(ξ′) and αc ∈ OsJαsK(ET , ES , ρ)),

and if any field f of αs is undefined and non-primitive, αc(f) has to be
one of the following values:
—Null.
—ξ1 where ξ1 6∈ ρ(dom hs).9

—ξ2 where ξ2 ∈ ρ(dom hs) and hs(ρ−1(ξ2))(conc) ↑.
(b) if (ξ, αc) is not mapped from any entry in hs (ξ 6∈ ρ(dom hs)), all the

non-primitive fields of αc can only be one of the three values listed in
(a).

—the ST s function:

ST sJ(g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)K(ET , ES , ρ) = { (ρ∗(ES∗(g)), pc, ρ∗(ES∗(l)), ρ∗(ES∗(ω)), h′,
True) | h′ ∈ HsJhK(ET , ES , ρ) }.

Finally, making use of the above semantic functions, we define γs as follows:

γs(σs) =
⋃

ES ,ET ,ρ:
ES ,ET �φ

ST sJσsK(ET , ES , ρ).

9We adopt a shorthand notation f(D′) to represent a function whose domain is restricted to D′

that is supposed to be a subset of the domain of f . Formally, if f : D → D and D′ ⊆ D then
f(D′) = { f(d) | d ∈ D′ }. For example, ρ(dom hs) = { ρ(ξ′′) | ξ′′ ∈ dom hs }
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Note that φ is the path condition of the state σs.

Property C.1. For all σs ∈ States, if the path condition φs of σs is satisfiable,
then γs(σs) 6= ∅.

Proof. Since φs is satisfiable, there exist ET ∈ TEnv and ES ∈ SEnv that
satisfy φs. Then we can construct a state σc ∈ Statec by applying ET , ES , the
identity permutation ρ to σs and letting each undefined field/index in σs to be the
default value of the type of the field/index. Clearly σc ∈ γs(σs), and γs(σs) 6= ∅.

C.2 Function γa

We define some semantic functions:

Ha : (Heapa × Φ) → (P(Symbol)× P(SymLoc)× LEnv) ⇀ (Heaps × Φ))
ST a : Statea → LEnv ⇀ P(States).

The definitions are listed as follows.

—the Ha function: HaJ(ha, φ)K(S, Ŝ, EL) = (hs, φ
′) for some hs ∈ Heaps and

φ′ ∈ Φ if the conditions in (3) hold; otherwise, the function is not defined. The
hs, φ′, and the conditions are defined as follows:
(1) ha is well mapped to hs. More specifically,

(a) the domain of ha is mapped correctly,

dom hs = dom ha ∪ EL(Ŝ).

(b) each entry in ha is mapped to hs. Formally,

∀ξ ∈ dom ha.hs(ξ) = EL∗(ha(ξ)).

(c) for each non-primitive symbol in hs that is not mapped from ha, it must
be a newly created symbol. Formally,

∀ξ ∈ (dom hs − dom ha).hs(ξ) = ατ ,

where

ατ =

{
new-sarr(S ∪ hs(dom hs − {ξ})), if E−1

L (ξ) is of array type
new-sym(S ∪ hs(dom hs − {ξ})), otherwise.

(2) φ′ is the smallest set of predicates that satisfies the following conditions:
(a) φ ⊆ φ′.
(b) each symbolic location is mapped to a location that refers to an object

of a compatible type. Formally,

∀α̂τ ∈ Ŝ.(τ ′ <: τ) ∈ φ′, where hs(EL(α̂)) = ατ ′ .

(c) for each array in hs, φ′ contains the constraint asserting that the length
of the array ≥ 0.

∀α̂τ ∈ Ŝ ∧ τ ∈ AType.(EL(α̂)(len) ≥ 0) ∈ φ′.

(3) The function is defined if the following conditions hold:
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(a) each symbolic location is not mapped to a location that refers to a con-
crete non-primitive symbol. Formally,

∀α̂ ∈ Ŝ.
(
ha(EL(α̂)) ↑ ∨ha(EL(α̂))(conc) ↑

)
.

(b) φ′ is satisfiable.
(c) all symbols in ha and φ are in S.
(d) all symbolic locations in ha are in Ŝ.

—the ST a function (we use binding σa = (g, pc, l, ω, h, φ)): ST aJσaK(EL) is not
defined if HaJ(h, φ)K(symbols(σa), sym-locs(σa), EL) is not defined; otherwise,

ST aJσaK(EL) = (EL∗(g), pc, EL∗(l), EL∗(ω), h′, φ′),

where (h′, φ′) = HaJ(h, φ)K(symbols(σa), sym-locs(σa), EL).

Finally,

γa(σa) = { ST aJσaK(EL) | EL ∈ LEnv ∧ ST aJσaK(EL) is defined } .

Property C.2. For all σa ∈ Statea, if the path condition φa of σa is satisfiable,
then γa(σa) 6= ∅.

Proof. Define an injective EL ∈ LEnv which maps each symbolic location in
sym-locs(σa) to a fresh location. Since φa is satisfiable, ST aJσaK(EL) is defined.
Therefore, ST aJσaK(EL) ∈ γa(σa).

C.3 Function γb

γb(σb) =

{
∅ if the path condition of σb is False;
{ER∗(σb) | ER ∈ legal-env(σb) } otherwise,

where legal-env(σb) consists of all ER ∈ REnv such that

(1) ER does not map any symbolic references to symbolic locations that appear in
the state. Formally,

∀ᾱ ∈ sym-refs(σb).ER(ᾱ) 6∈ sym-locs(σb).

(2) ER does not map two symbolic references to the same symbolic location. For-
mally,

∀ᾱ1, ᾱ2 ∈ sym-refs(σb).ᾱ1 6= ᾱ2 ∧ ER(ᾱ1) = ER(ᾱ2) ⇒ ER(ᾱ1) = Null.

Property C.3. For all σb ∈ Stateb, if the path condition φb of σb is satisfiable,
then γb(σb) 6= ∅.

Proof. Since φb is satisfiable, then γb(σb) = {ER∗(σb) | ER ∈ legal-env(σb) }.
Define a ER ∈ REnv which maps each symbolic reference in sym-refs(σb) to Null.
Clearly, ER∗(σb) ∈ γb(σb).

D. KRIPKE STRUCTURE

Definition D.1 Kripke structure [Schmidt 2000]. K = (ΣK, IK,−→K, LK), where

—ΣK is a set of states;
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—IK is a set of initial states and a subset of ΣK;
—−→K⊆ ΣK×ΣK is the transition relation; we often call a sequence of transitions

a trace.
—LK : ΣK → P(Atom) associates a set of atomic properties, LK(s) ⊆ Atom, to all

σ in ΣK.

We use unlabeled Kripke structures in the main text where LK is omitted.

Definition D.2 Simulation of Kripke structures �R [Schmidt 2000]. Given

K1 = (Σ1, I1,−→1, L1) and K2 = (Σ2, I2,−→2, L2),

K1 �R K2 (we read it as “K1 is simulated by K2”) for R ∈ Σ1 × Σ2 if and only if

∀σ1 ∈ Σ1, σ2 ∈ Σ2.(σ1, σ2) ∈ R∧σ1 −→1 σ′1 ⇒ ∃σ′2 ∈ Σ2.σ2 −→2 σ′2 ∧ (σ′1, σ
′
2) ∈ R.

The above simulation relation essentially states that if two states are related by
a certain relation, the end states obtained by applying their own transitions are
related by the same relation as well.

Definition D.3 Power Kripke structure [Schmidt 2000]. Given any Kripke struc-
ture, K = (ΣK, IK, −→K, LK), the power Kripke structure of K is

P(K) = (P(ΣK),P(IK), •−→K, LP(K)),

satisfying the following condition: for two sets of states S, S′ ⊆ ΣK, S
•−→K S′ only

if ∀σ′ ∈ S′.∃σ ∈ S.σ −→K σ′.

We also use unlabeled power Kripke structures in the main text where LP(K) is
omitted.

E. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1

Proof. We prove part (1) by showing

IC ⊆
⋃

σs∈IS

γs(σs) and IC ⊇
⋃

σs∈IS

γs(σs).

⊆ direction: It is sufficient to show that for all σc ∈ IC there exists a state
σs ∈ IS such that σc ∈ γs(σs). Suppose that σc = (gc, pcinit, lc, ∅, hc,True) is in
IC . We first construct a state σs = (gs, pcs, ls, ωs, hs, φ), and a primitive symbol
environment ES and a type environment ET to facilitate the proof of σc ∈ γs(σs)
as follows.

(1) Globals gs are almost the same as gc except that each primitive global, f , is
replaced by a fresh primitive symbol. In addition, we add to ES the mapping
from gs(f) to gc(f).

(2) pcs = pcinit.
(3) Locals ls are treated the same as the globals.
(4) ωs = ∅.
(5) The heap hs contains only the mapping from locations that appear in lc and

gc. Furthermore, for each location ξ in the domain of hs, hs(ξ) is mapped to
a fresh non-primitive symbol with a fresh symbolic type. Let α′τ ′ = hs(ξ) and
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ατ = hc(ξ). If τ is in RType, then all fields in α′ are undefined; if the type is
in AType, then only the len field of α′ is defined as a fresh primitive symbol,
and its indexes are undefined. In addition, we add to ET the mapping from τ ′

to τ .
(6) The path condition φ: if there is a reference from a global or a local of type τ

to a non-primitive symbol α′τ ′ in hs, we add τ ′ <: τ to φ; if this global or local
is of array type (τ ∈ AType), then we also add to φ a constraint α′τ ′(len) ≥ 0.

It is clear that σs ∈ IS . In addition, if we apply ST s to σs, aforementioned two
environments ES and ET , and the identity permutation ρ, then get

σc ∈ ST sJσsK(ES , ET , ρ).

Since γs(σs) =
⋃

ES ,ET ,ρ:
ES ,ET �φ

ST sJσsK(ET , ES , ρ), we can conclude that σc ∈ γs(σs).

⊇ direction: From the definition of initial states introduced in Section 4.4.2 and
the definition of γs, it is easy to deduce that for all σs ∈ IS , γs(σs) ⊆ IC . Therefore,
we can conclude that IC ⊇

⋃
σs∈IS

γs(σs).
The proofs of part (2) and (3) can be done similarly.
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